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New Acquisitions in Americana
April 2021

Promoting Black Artists in Philadelphia in 1967
1. [African-American Art]: [Pennsylvania]: THE AMERICAN EXHIBITING
ARTISTS AND PHILA. DEPT. OF RECREATION PRESENT PHILADELPHIA NEGRO ARTIST 1967. [Philadelphia. 1967]. Broadside printed in
brown on light blue paper, 18 x 12 inches. Minor edge wear, small bump along
left edge, occasional mild spotting. Overall very good.
An attractive and rare poster promoting a series of public events for Philadelphiaarea African-American artists held at the Lee Cultural Center, 440 Haverford
Avenue, in February and March, 1967. Events included fine art, poetry, drama,
dance, a gallery talk, and jazz, folk, blues, and gospel music. The “Afro-American
Thespians” were directed by Ed Bernard and the “Afro-American Dance Ensemble”
was directed by A. Hall. Several other artists are also listed by first initial and
last name, including H. Showell, C. Malone, C. Campbell, and D. Morton. The
gallery talk was given by Randall Craig of the Philadelphia Board of Education.
The most prominent exhibition included an “Oils Sculpture by local artists Honoring Louis Sloan.” Louis B. Sloan was a legend in his own time in Philadelphia,
a prominent landscape painter, teacher, conservator, Guggenheim Fellow, and
member of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. He was a teacher at PAFA
at the time of this exhibition, and the sculpture was likely created by his students
in his honor. His works reside in the permanent collections of PAFA, as well
as the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Woodmere Art Museum, and numerous
private collections around the globe. He passed away from a heart attack in 2008
while on his way to paint outdoors with a friend. The present event poster is
itself a handsome piece of word art, printed in varying sizes of type and with an
interesting color scheme. OCLC records just a single copy, at the British Library.
OCLC 1063496192.
$500.

The Integrated Army
2. [African-American Photographica]: [United States Military]: MPRTC
8801-1 TSU CAMP GORDON, GEORGIA COMPANY C AUG 1953 [caption title]. Camp Gordon, Ga.: Harry Dutchyshyn Photographer, [1953]. Large
composite photographic print, 19¾ x 12 inches. Minor toning and edge wear, a
few soft creases. Minor staining to verso. Overall very good.
An attractive and informative photographic roster picturing the officers and members of Company C at the Military Police Corps’ Recruitment Training Center
at Camp Gordon, Georgia in 1953. This was just five short years after President
Truman’s Executive Order 9981, which ordered immediate desegregation of the
United States military. This was the same year that Camp Gordon became the
site of the Military Police School. This photographic roster shows 229 soldiers,
consisting of a mixture of White and Black soldiers, each of whom is identified
by last name, first initial and hometown beneath their thumbnail-sized portrait
photograph. The overwhelming majority of the soldiers hail from the Deep
South – Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee. All four
officers at the top are White.
The photographer, Harry Dutchyshyn (1908-1985), was an Austrian emigrant to
the United States, arriving in New York in 1926. He became the post photographer at Fort Monmouth in New Jersey during World War II before working the
same position at Camp Gordon in Georgia in the postwar years. His tagline at
the bottom of the present photograph reads, “Serving Soldiers Since 1927.” This
was a year after he emigrated from Austria to the U.S., and immediately entered
the military at Fort Slocum in New Rochelle.
No copies in OCLC. Harry Dutchyshyn is listed in a few U.S. military publications related to the Single Integrated Air Picture System, but nothing like the
present example.
$550.

Large-Format Panorama of Tuskegee Institute
Just After World War I
3. [Alabama]: [Tuskegee Institute]: PRESIDENT MOTON AND FACULTY
WITH TRUSTEES OF TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE AND ENTIRE STUDENT BODY TUSKEGEE, ALA. FOUNDER’S DAY, APRIL 5th 1918.
Montgomery, Al.: Richards Film Services, Inc., 1918. Panoramic photograph, 16
x 61¼ inches. A few creases and moderate wear. 13½-inch closed horizontal tear
into the image area from left edge, 2½-inch closed horizontal tear at right edge
just touching image area. Overall good condition.
A substantial and striking large-format panoramic photograph depicting the faculty,
trustees, and student body celebrating Founder’s Day in 1918 at the Tuskegee
Institute, one of the most august historically-black colleges in the United States.
The image shows several hundred African American men and women ranged across
the front of the main campus building, grouped by school. The band is at far
left, along with the nursing students and other female students in the deep left

background. The middle of the image features President Robert Russa Moton
and his faculty and staff, with the Tuskegee color guard in formation directly in
front of the main building, and across the right portion of the image. Many of
the students in military uniform here represent the very first class of the Reserve
Officer Training Corps at Tuskegee, as the school’s ROTC program was founded
in this year. President Moton took charge of the Tuskegee Institute after the
death of Booker T. Washington in 1915, and served as its principal for the next
twenty years.
No copies of this panorama appear in OCLC, which lists just one copy of a different image of the campus on Founder’s Day in 1918, also by Richards Film
Service. A decidedly-rare and unusually-large panoramic photograph of the
Tuskegee Institute just after World War I, the year it founded its ROTC program,
and featuring everyone who worked, taught, and attended classes there in 1918.
$2750.

A Broadside That Helped Light the Flame
of the American Revolution,
Calling for Revolutionary Unity Against Great Britain
4. [American Revolution]: [Adams, Samuel]: BOSTON, NOVEMBER
20, 1772. GENTLEMEN, WE, THE FREEHOLDERS AND OTHER
INHABITANTS OF BOSTON...APPREHENDING THERE IS
ABUNDANT REASON TO BE ALARMED THAT THE PLAN OF
DESPOTISM, WHICH THE ENEMIES OF OUR INVALUABLE
RIGHTS HAVE CONCERTED, IS RAPIDLY HASTENING TO
A COMPLETION, CAN NO LONGER CONCEAL OUR IMPATIENCE UNDER A CONSTANT, UNREMITTED, UNIFORM
AIM TO INSLAVE US...[beginning of text]. [Boston: Edes & Gill,
November 20, 1772]. Broadside, 13 x 12 inches. Signed in manuscript
“William Cooper” and addressed in ink to the Select-Men of “Kingston” below the text. Ink notation on verso reading “To the Select Men
of Kingston.” A few areas of paper loss, most significantly to the right
side of the document, affecting all or part of some eighty-seven words.
Some portions expertly backed with archival tissue to stabilize losses.
Minor toning, some bleed through from ink notation on verso. In a half
morocco and cloth folding case, leather label.
An astonishing survival from the early years of the American Revolutionary movement, this is the circular letter issued by Boston’s Committee of
Correspondence, which had formed less than three weeks earlier at the
behest of Samuel Adams. The Committee called for close coordination
between the colonies, and as such, this broadside circular letter can be
considered one of the earliest attempts to unite colonial protest against
the British Crown. The call prompted other colonies to create their
own Committees of Correspondence and helped galvanize resistance to
imperial authority. Printed evidence of the activities of the Committees of Correspondence – especially at such an early moment and with
content of such high import – are extraordinarily rare in the market.
As tensions between the British Crown and its American colonies were
growing in the early 1770s, the need for unity and concerted action
among the rebellious Americans was becoming ever more apparent. At
a town meeting in Boston on November 2, 1772 a standing “Committee
of Correspondence” was formed to encourage and facilitate collective
resistance, and to assert the rights of American colonists. This text,
dated November 20, is a reaction to British attempts to provide salaries
to judges in Massachusetts, thereby making them entirely dependent on
the Crown for their appointment and continued support. The Committee decries such a strategy, stating that “we cannot but be extremely
alarm’d at the mischievous Tendency of this Innovation; which, in our
Opinion is directly contrary to the Spirit of the British Constitution,
pregnant with innumerable Evils, & hath a direct Tendency to deprive

us of every thing valuable as Men, as Christians, and as Subjects, entitled, by
the Royal Charter, to all the Right, Liberties and Privileges of native Britons.”
“Drafted by Samuel Adams, this letter is addressed to the several towns of the
Province and urges a united front against British maladministration. This effort
of Adams to arouse the populace against British tyranny constituted, according
to historians, probably his greatest contribution to the Revolution. Declaring
that ‘We are not afraid of Poverty, but disdain Slavery,’ the incendiary Adams
reminded the colonists of their forefathers’ ardor for civil and religious liberty,
and warned of the dire results to be expected if the measures of the British court
are allowed to pass unchecked” – Rosenbach.
The town of Kingston, Massachusetts, to whose selectmen this broadside is addressed, was an early and ardent supporter of the Boston Committee of Correspondence and the revolutionary movement. By 1774, the town had established
its own committee, headed by John Thomas. During the course of the next year,
Kingston armed and equipped thirty-three Minutemen to serve with a company

from Plymouth County headed by Theophilus Cotton. By the end of the war,
almost 100 Kington men would serve in the Continental Army. Kingston was also
the site of the construction of the legendary American warship, the Independence,
which wreaked havoc on the British Navy throughout 1776 before being defeated
off the coast of Nova Scotia.
The copy of this broadside at the American Antiquarian Society (addressed to
the Selectmen of Concord), as well as the copy sold by Rosenbach in 1948 (sent
to the Selectmen of Milton), are both somewhat defective, as is the present copy.
Considering the purpose and nature of this document, it is not surprising that
copies survive in less than ideal condition, especially given the fact that the text
would have been positively inflammatory to British colonial authorities, and
therefore was likely to be destroyed by Royal authorities.
A rare and explosive colonial American broadside that helped unite the colonies
and spark the Revolutionary War.
BRISTOL B3428 (citing five copies). SHIPTON & MOONEY 42317. FORD
1608. ESTC W9556 (recording four copies). ROSENBACH 14:12.
$22,500.

the Louisville, Mound City, Pittsburg, Carondelet, Silver Wave, Forest Queen, Henry Clay, and
Tuscumbia. A barrage of cannons fire from both
the squadron and the Confederate batteries on
the embankments overlooking the river. Union
cannonballs are hitting both the batteries and the
buildings on the bluffs of Vicksburg further in the
background. Clouds of smoke billow from the
ships, the burning buildings, and one of the floats
of flammable material set out by the Confederates.
Initially Grant had asked only for a few gunboats
to shield his troops, but Porter persuaded him to
use more than half of the Squadron. Six nights
later (April 22), they made a similar run past the
batteries to give Grant the transports he needed for
crossing the river. Grant first tried to attack the
Rebels through Grand Gulf, south of Vicksburg,
and had Porter’s gunboats eliminate the two forts
there so his troops could cross. Despite intense
shelling, the upper fort held; Grant called off the
assault and moved downstream to Bruinsburg,
where he crossed unopposed. Afterwards, Porter’s
ships remained in place, securing the Mississippi
and Yazoo Rivers, and guaranteeing the success of
the siege. Grant was effusive in his praise Porter’s
actions and for his contribution to the victory,
Porter’s appointment as acting rear admiral was
made permanent.
The additional printed caption describes the event
thusly:

Crucial Civil War Victory on the Mississippi River
5. [Civil War]; [Currier & Ives]: ADMIRAL PORTER’S FLEET RUNNING
THE REBEL BLOCKADE OF THE MISSISSIPPI AT VICKSBURG, APRIL
16th 1863 [caption title]. New York: Currier & Ives, 1863. Handcolored lithograph, 12 x 15 inches. Tiny chip in upper left corner (well away from the image).
A clean, near fine copy.
A colorful and dramatic depiction of Admiral David Dixon Porter’s Mississippi
River Squadron running the Confederate blockade at Vicksburg during the siege
of the city by Union forces in 1863, an important strategic victory in taking control of the river. Captions identify Porter’s flagship, the U.S.S. Benton, in the
right foreground, leading the Lafayette and General Price, which are followed by

“At half past ten P.M. the boats left their moorings
& steamed down the river, the Benton, Admiral
Porter, taking the lead - as they approached the
point opposite the town, a terrible concentrated fire of the centre, upper and
lower batteries, both water and bluff, was directed upon the channel, which here
ran within one hundred yards of the shore. At the same moment innumerable
floats of turpentine and other combustible materials were set ablaze. In the face
of all this fire, the boats made their way with but little loss except the transport
Henry Clay, which was set on fire & sunk.”
The Union victory at Vicksburg was the second major blow to the Confederacy in
the spring and summer of 1863. On July 3, Lee’s invasion of the North foundered
at Gettysburg, and on July 4, the U.S. flag rose over Vicksburg. This print is
surprisingly uncommon in the market.
CURRIER & IVES: CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ 0058. PETERS, CURRIER
& IVES 1180.
$1500.

Thirteen issues of the Leadville City Directory spanning the turn of the 20th century.
Thomas Corbett, W.C. Hoye, and John
Ballenger published their first directory
in 1880, noting that they were inspired
to produce a directory “...to convince the
most skeptical of the rapid growth and
commercial importance of this wonderful
city.” The next year, Hoye left the partnership, and the subsequent seven issues
were produced by Corbett and Ballenger.
Corbett then left and Ballenger partnered
with W.H. Richards to publish the directory for nearly thirty years, until Richards
became the sole publisher in 1917. The
directory ceased publication in 1918.
Each directory is full of particulars on local
businesses, including merchants, banks,
lumber yards, wagon makers, newspapers,
photographers, mining firms, railroads,
etc., as well as the occupations and addresses of the residents. Leadville was
Colorado’s most noted mining town, here
at the peak of its silver production.

Long Run of Leadville Directories
6. [Colorado Directories]: Ballenger, John H., and Richards, Will H.: BALLENGER & RICHARDS’...LEADVILLE CITY DIRECTORY, CONTAINING A COMPLETE LIST OF THE INHABITANTS, INSTITUTIONS,
INCORPORATED COMPANIES, MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS,
BUSINESS, BUSINESS FIRMS, ETC. IN THE CITY OF LEADVILLE....
Leadville, Co.: Ballenger & Richards, 1888-1890, 1892, 1897-1898, 1901-1904,
1911, 1913, 1918. Thirteen volumes. All volumes in original half calf, printed
advertising boards, spine gilt, with cloth tab at head of spine for hanging. See
detailed information below.

Due to the Denver Depression of 1893
and the Cloud City Miners’ Union strike
of 1896-97, the Directory was not issued in
1893 and 1896. In an introductory note
to the 1897 issue, Ballenger & Richards
remark, “The publication of the Leadville
City Directory for the year 1896 was omitted in consequence of the recent labor
troubles...which of necessity would bring about such a change in the inhabitants
of the city as to render the directory of little service to our patrons....It should
be taken as an evidence of the sustainability of our mining interests...to see that
we have overcome the attendant evils of this unfortunate affair, as well as that of
the panic of 1893, either of which would have wiped out of existence a mining
city less fortunately situated....”
The volumes included are as follows:
1) Ballenger & Richards’ Ninth Annual Leadville City Directory...for 1888. [5],34295,[1]pp., plus [9]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [2]pp. of advertisements on pink stock). Wear and rubbing to boards, spine
partially perished, textblock cracked, interior quite clean.

2) Ballenger & Richards’ Tenth Annual Leadville City Directory...for 1889. [5],34281,[1]pp., plus [19]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [3]pp. of advertisements on blue stock, [1]p. on pink, [1]p. on yellow, [2]pp.
on tan, [1]p. on orange, and [2]pp. on thick pink cardstock). Wear, rubbing, and
some soiling to boards, spine ends chipped, rear joint partially exposed, textblock
cracked. Occasional marginal annotations in ink and pencil throughout.

8) Ballenger & Richards Twenty-First Annual Leadville City Directory for 1902....
[5],34-375,[1]pp., plus [8]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including
pastedowns and [2]pp. of advertisements on yellow stock and [2]pp. on blue stock).
Wear and rubbing to boards, corners bumped, front joint starting to separate at
head of spine. A few ink stamps and blue pencil annotations throughout, blank
stock certificate from Golden Cycle Mining and Reduction Company laid in.

3) Ballenger & Richards Eleventh Annual Leadville City Directory...for 1890. [5],34262,267-87,[1]pp., plus [19]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including
pastedowns and [2]pp. of advertisements on blue stock, [3]pp. on pink, [1]p. on
yellow, [2]pp. on tan, [2]pp. on orange, and [1]p. on ivory). Lacks pp.263-66,
wear, rubbing, and light soiling to boards, head of spine chipped, hinges partially
exposed (but still strong). Ink ownership stamps in several places throughout,
occasional marginal annotations in pencil throughout.

9) Ballenger & Richards Twenty-Second Annual Leadville City Directory for 1903....
[5],34-370pp., plus [12]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [2]pp. of advertisements on pink stock and [2]pp. on grey stock). Wear and
rubbing to boards, corners bumped, loss to head of spine, rear joint starting to
separate at head of spine. Contemporary ownership inscription on p.57.

4) Ballenger & Richards Thirteenth Annual Leadville City Directory...for 1892. [5],34299,[1]pp., plus [18]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [2]pp. of advertisements on blue stock, [2]pp. on pink, [4]pp. on yellow, [2]pp.
on orange, and [2]pp. on red). Wear and rubbing to boards, spine ends chipped,
textblock cracked and starting to separate from binding. Ink ownership stamp and
ownership inscription on p.[5].
5) Ballenger & Richards Sixteenth Annual Leadville City Directory...for 1897. [5],34323pp., plus [16]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [4]pp. of advertisements on blue stock, [4]pp. on tan, and [1]pp. in yellow
on glossy stock). Wear and rubbing to boards, spine partially perished, textblock
starting to separate from binding.
6) Ballenger & Richards Seventeenth Annual Leadville City Directory...for 1898. [5],34312pp., plus [6]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [2]pp. of advertisements on pink stock and [4]pp. on tan stock). Light wear
and rubbing to boards, cloth hanging tab stapled to front board. Check from the
Evening Star Mining Company laid in.
7) Ballenger & Richards Twentieth Annual Leadville City Directory for 1901.... [5],34386pp., plus [12]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [2]pp. of advertisements on pink stock, [2]pp. on grey, and [2]pp. on tan).
Wear and rubbing to boards, spine ends chipped, hinges starting to separate but
still strong, occasional fingerprints and spots of soiling throughout. Ink ownership stamps in several places.

10) Ballenger & Richards Twenty-Third Annual Leadville City Directory for 1904....
[5],34-374pp., plus [12]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [4]pp. of advertisements on yellow stock and [2]pp. on pink stock). Wear and
rubbing to boards, spine ends chipped, minor soiling to front pastedown and front
free endpaper. Ink ownership stamps on front board, ink ownership stamps and
ink inscription on p.[3].
11) Ballenger & Richards Thirtieth Annual Leadville City Directory for 1911.... [5],36317pp., plus [18]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [4]pp. of advertisements on pink stock and [4]pp. on ivory stock). Wear, rubbing, and light soiling to boards, corners bumped, spine ends chipped, occasional
fingerprints and spots of soiling throughout.
12) Ballenger & Richards Thirty-Second Annual Leadville City Directory for 1913....
[5],36-313pp., plus [17]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns and [2]pp. of advertisements on green stock, [2]pp. on tan, and [2]pp. on
light blue stock). Light wear, rubbing, and soiling to boards, a few small scuffs to
spine, faint tidelines to upper forecorner of textblock (no text affected).
13) Richards’ Thirty-Seventh Annual Leadville City Directory for 1918.... [5],38300pp., plus [20]pp. of preliminaries and advertisements (including pastedowns
and [4]pp. of advertisements on red stock, [2]pp. on blue, and [4]pp. on orange
stock). Wear, rubbing, and light soiling to boards, spine ends chipped, occasional
fingerprints and spots of soiling throughout. Ownership inscriptions on front
pastedown and front free endpaper.
OCLC 5517080.

$9750.

Fictional Tale of Life in Frontier Kentucky,
Featuring Historical Characters
7. [Dime Novel]: Ellis, Edward S.: THE FRONTIER ANGEL: A ROMANCE
OF KENTUCKY RANGERS’ LIFE. New York: Beadle and Company, [1860].
126,[2]pp. Frontis. Original printed orange wrappers. Wrappers a bit dusty, small
repairs at bottom of wrappers near spine, minor soiling. Ownership signature on
front wrapper and first leaf, minor foxing to text edges, otherwise clean internally.
Very good.
An early frontier entry in Beadle and Adams’ first series of Dime Novels (this is
Number 15), a genre that they originated and made vastly popular. “Flatboating
in Kentucky at the close of the eighteenth century, and life in northern Kentucky
and southern Ohio. Several well-known historical characters are introduced.
Date, about 1780” – Johannsen.
JOHANNSEN, BEADLE AND ADAMS I, p.82.
$1000.

Annotated Photo Album of
an American Military Advisor in Ethiopia in the 1960s
8. Fields, Kenneth: [Ethiopia]: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM DOCUMENTING
AMERICAN SOLIDER, KENNETH FIELDS, DURING HIS SERVICE IN
ETHIOPIA]. [Harar, Ethiopia. 1967]. Three postcards, one customs tag, one piece
of currency, and forty-one photographs (one in color), most tab-mounted, ranging
in size from 2½ x 3¼ to 5 x 8 inches. Most of the photographs with accompanying
manuscript descriptions in pencil on paper tab-mounted beside the photos. Folio.
Scrapbook album with stiff paper-covered boards, string-tied binding. Light wear
and soiling to boards, light tanning to index cards and album leaves. Very good.
Extensively-annotated photograph album covering Kenneth Fields’ life and adventures in and around Harar, Ethiopia during his military service there in the
late 1960s. Almost all of the photos in the album are accompanied by substantial captions from Fields on mounted index cards. Fields put this together as a
travelogue, starting with three postcards home to his wife, Irma, from each of
his layovers on the way to Addis Ababa (Rome, Athens, and Cairo). He arrived
in Harar on July 23, 1967, and the first photo is an image of the house he and
MSgt. Seery share, “rented for us by the American Embassy.” Then follow photos
of their pet baboons Cheesy and Ishy, who is “a mess...loves beer & cigarettes
better than anything.” They also have a donkey, Thelma, and a watch dog, Spot.
He then provides a photo tour of the house and a summary of his expenses: for
a guard (“sabanya”), a cook (Tinish), and maid (Tinish’s daughter, Alllimus), his
share is $17 a month.
Fields spent a significant time hunting – there are several images of him with other
soldiers on expeditions, posing with gazelles and kudus. One photo includes “our
helper Tashoma...a little 15 or 16 year old kid the group has kinda adopted. He
helps out around the house & goes to the field with us...the boys are trying to get
him into Haille Sallaisie [sic] University.” There are also images of a small zoo
nearby, a “typical Ethiopian house,” the local cemetery, and the central market
in Harar. The last few photos depict a more formal dinner party with Ethiopian
officials, but Fields does not provide any captions.
Fields never describes his duties or mission in any detail, but in 1953, a U.S.Ethiopian Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement was signed, and U.S. military
advisors established several semi-permanent installations in Ethiopia, to help
reorganize the Imperial Ministry of National Defense. American “advisors” were
also active in helping Ethiopia fight against the Somali Republic and Eritrean
Liberation Front rebels. The Ministry’s Third Division was headquartered at
Harar, which is also where the Imperial Military Academy was located.
Kenneth Q. Fields (1937-2012) of Sanford, Florida, spent his career in the Army,
serving in Korea and Vietnam, and retiring with the rank of master sergeant.
$500.

Firestone Trains Its Filipino Salesmen
in the American Way of Service
9. [Firestone Tire and Rubber Company]: Miller, Charles: [PHOTOGRAPHICALLY-ILLUSTRATED TYPESCRIPT REPORT MEMORIALIZING
THE FIRESTONE SALES-SERVICE TRAINING SCHOOL IN THE
PHILIPPINES IN THE EARLY YEARS OF THE COLD WAR]. [Manila.
February 27, 1953]. [9],8,22,6,3,3,3,1,2,9-36,[10],6pp., printed rectos only, including twenty-five mounted vernacular photographs (4 x 5 inches on average), plus
thirty-three folding tables. Quarto. Contemporary red cloth, front board gilt.
Minor edge wear, spine somewhat worn. Mild foxing to text. Overall, very good.
A unique presentation typescript documenting the Firestone Sales-Service Training
School, conducted February 16-27, 1953 at the Manila branch of the Firestone
Tire & Rubber Company, illustrated with twenty-five photographs produced
during the training session. The album was compiled by Charles Miller, branch
manager of Firestone Manila, and presented to his son, Charles S, Miller, III on
February 27, 1953. Miller’s printed dedication to his son states that he hopes
the training school will “serve to remind you that, no matter how great the odds,
proper training can and will give you the answer to your aim – CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION.” The dedication is signed, “Dad.”
The text of the report details the various stages of the training session, and was
assembled, according to Miller’s introduction, to relate “the story of our Firestone
Sales-Service Training School’s humble beginnings, its development, its aims and
purposes, the method of conducting it and, finally, the benefits derived by the
application of its basic principles.” Ultimately, the real goal of the school was
to train Firestone’s Filipino sales representatives on a specific, American style of
salesmanship. The text lays out the program’s history, philosophy, teaching style
(“I could say it is the most democratic school ever conceived”), focus on quality
service rather than practices “employed by poorly trained, less informed and lazy
salesmen” who focus only on price and profit, and a hands-on approach to sales,
with first-hand training with actual tires and cars. The text also contains thorough descriptions of the sales course, sample sales forms, customer testimonials,
marketing materials, and more. The folding tables give details on Load Meter
Analysis and other statistics for a variety of vehicles.
The twenty-five photographs include a picture of Miller presenting a diploma for
completion of the training school to Mr. T.T. Wong, a representative for Wm.
Hunt & Co. in Taipei, along with various images of the training session itself,
showing the American managers and Filipino sales representatives in the classroom and working on batteries, brakes, spark plugs, tire repair, tire installation,
and other processes in a garage.
The album stands as an important document of the international operations of an
American auto-industry giant during the early Cold War years, and serves as an
important source for the “Americanizing” methods employed by U.S. companies
after World War II, when newly-opened markets allowed for American corporate
expansion around the globe.
$1350.

Very Rare Broadside Address
from Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest
After the Battle of Brices Cross Roads and the Fort Pillow Massacre
10. [Forrest, Nathan Bedford, Maj. Gen.]: MAJ. GEN. N.B. FORREST’S
ADDRESS TO HIS COMMAND [caption title]. Tupelo, Ms. June 28, 1864.
Letterpress broadside, 16¼ x 12¼ inches. Text in three columns. A few small edge
chips, moderate toning, foxing, and staining. Small area of loss along vertical fold
costing all or part of about seven words. A few subtle expert repairs to verso.
Overall very good condition.
A Confederate Civil War broadside of astounding rarity, either the second or
third copy known.
In this address, made in late June 1864, Major General Nathan Bedford Forrest
takes a moment to commend his “unconquerable band of heroes” on several
recent victories, most notably the Battle of Brices Cross Roads (here referred to
by Forrest as “Tishomingo Creek”) and the attack on Fort Pillow in Tennessee
on April 12. Forrest opens by praising his men for their assistance to generals
Smith and Grierson in the recent defense of Mississippi and Alabama against attacks by the “proud and exultant” forces of Sherman, in which the Confederates
“drove [Sherman] howling back in ignominy and shame; broken and demoralized.”
Forrest also praises his men and officers for their “crowning glory” at the Battle
of Brices Cross Roads. The battle occurred on June 10, 1864, and was Forrest’s
most decisive victory of the war. His forces were outmanned more than two to
one when they clashed with Union army troops led by Brigadier General Samuel
Sturgis, yet Forrest’s Confederates won the day through superior tactical maneuvers and movements. Forrest claims here that his force of 3,000 “achieved this
victory over ten thousand of the enemy,” which history has corrected to about
3,500 against 8,500. It was a significant victory for Forrest’s men in the early
summer of 1864.
The most haunting and impactful passages here relate to the attack on Fort
Pillow, thereafter known as the Fort Pillow Massacre. Forrest writes: “At Fort
Pillow you exhibited the same conspicuous gallantry. In the face of a murderous fire from two gunboats and six pieces of artillery on the Fort, you stormed
the works and either killed or captured the entire garrison, a motley herd of
negroes, traitors and Yankees.” Forrest praises his two commanders, Chalmers
and Buford, who commanded the ground forces at Fort Pillow, for their “noble
work.” He also writes that General Chalmers “deserves the enduring gratitude
of his countrymen.” Forrest later touches upon Fort Pillow again, in a passage
that echoes modern attitudes toward journalistic bias: “They come forth with
threats of vengeance towards you and your commander, for the bloody victory of
Fort Pillow – made a massacre only by dastardly Yankee reporters.” In fact, Fort
Pillow has gone down in history as a massacre due to the Confederates’ murder
of some 300 Union soldiers – the majority of them African American – after the
battle was over or had been essentially decided.

Forrest also alludes to the fallout from Fort Pillow when he states that “Again
you responded bravely to your Generals call. You met the enemy and defeated
him. Victory was never more glorious – disaster never more crushing and signal.
From a proud and defiant foe, en route to the heart of your country, with declarations, both by negro and white troops, of ‘no quarters to Forrest or his men,’
he became an enemy beaten, defeated, routed, destroyed. You drove the boasted
minions of despotism in confused flight from the battlefield.”
Forrest concludes his message by reiterating his praise of his soldiers and with a
lengthy appreciation of his commanders, many of whom he mentions by name.
In evocative language, Forrest exhorts his troops to “repeat these great achievements...in the name and recollection of ruined homes, desolated fields and the
bleaching bones of your martyred comrades...the smoke of your burning homesteads, the screams of your insulted women and the cries of starving children....”
Forrest invokes “Your fathers of ‘76,” and argues that the Confederacy has a
more difficult task than did the Founding Fathers: “They fought not against annihilation, but simply to be independent of a foreign and yet a constitutional and
free government. You are struggling against the most odious of all tyranny – for
existence itself, for you property, your homes, your wives and children – against
your own enslavement, against emancipation, confiscation and subjugation with
all their attendant horrors.”
Forrest concludes by lauding the Confederacy as “a fixed, accomplished, immutable fact,” and implying that the war is almost over, at which time his men will

be able to return to their “desolated homes.” The broadside is signed in type by
both Forrest and his adjutant, C.W. Anderson.
Bolstered by victories at Fort Pillow and Brices Cross Roads, Forrest continued
to harass Union forces through the end of the war, though his effectiveness
waned. A couple of weeks after the publication of this fiery broadside, Forrest
and his troops suffered defeat at the Battle of Tupelo. After major defeats over
the next few months in Tennessee and Mississippi, prospects faded considerably
for Forrest’s men. In early April 1865, following a defeat at the Battle of Selma
in Alabama, and hearing of Lee’s surrender at Appomattox, Forrest surrendered,
as well. Forrest’s “fixed, accomplished, immutable” Confederacy was no more.
Following the Civil War Forrest went on to even more infamy as a founder of
the Ku Klux Klan.
OCLC records a single copy of the present broadside, at the Boston Athenaeum.
Parrish & Willingham note just one copy, as well, from the private collection of
Lester Hargrett, bought from Goodspeed’s catalogue 601, item 94. It is possible
the present copy was once in the collection of Lester Hargrett, making it the
second known copy. If not, it is just the third known copy.
A zealous and patriotic appeal to continue fighting for the Confederate cause by
its most notorious general, at the height of his glory, and dismissing those who
framed Fort Pillow as a massacre.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 1000. OCLC 785407856.
$9500.

First Cabinetmaker’s Guide Published in America
11. [Furniture]: [Siddons, G.A.]: THE CABINET-MAKER’S GUIDE: OR
RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS IN THE ART OF VARNISHING, DYING,
STAINING, JAPANNING, POLISHING, LACKERING AND BEAUTIFYING WOOD, IVORY, TORTOISE-SHELL AND METAL. WITH OBSERVATIONS ON THEIR MANAGEMENT AND APPLICATION. Greenfield,
Ma. 1825. 108pp. Publisher’s advertisements on rear board. 16mo. Original
printed paper-covered boards. Moderate staining to boards, minor chipping to
spine ends, minor edge wear. Moderate scattered foxing. Very good, and wholly
unsophisticated. Untrimmed.
The first American printing of the first American furniture finisher’s manual,
reprinted from the original British edition by G.A. Siddons. “A new edition,
with considerable additions. Including an appendix containing several valuable
tables.” Clear and concise instructions are given for dying and staining woods,
making glue, making and applying varnish, polishing, japanning, cleaning woods
and metals, and much more. For example, to make furniture oil “Take linseed
oil, put it in a glazed pipkin, with as much alkanet root as it will cover; let it boil
gently, and you will find it become of a strong red color: let it cool, and it will
be fit for use.” Six tables in the appendix provide assistance for figuring lengths
and weights, and an index follows.
Western Massachusetts was obviously a place of great architectural and design
innovation during the American Federal period as both the present title and
Asher Benjamin’s landmark architecture book, The Country Builder’s Assistant...,
were printed in Greenfield. Not in American Imprints. Highly desirable and a
landmark in American crafts.
RINK 1793.
$6000.

The First African-American Ordained Minister Writes and Preaches
on the First Wrongful Conviction Case in U.S. History
12. Haynes, Lemuel, Rev.: [Boorn, Stephen and Jesse]: MYSTERY DEVELOPED; OR, RUSSELL COLVIN, (SUPPOSED TO BE MURDERED,) IN
FULL LIFE: AND STEPHEN AND JESSE BOORN, (HIS CONVICTED
MURDERERS,) RESCUED FROM IGNOMINIOUS DEATH BY WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES.... Hartford: Published by William S. Marsh, 1820.
48pp. Original printed green wrappers, rear wrapper lacking. Front wrapper resewn to text at an early date, with a small hole just touching a couple of words,
a three-inch closed tear near the bottom, and minor edge chipping. Moderate
staining to text, last two text leaves with repaired closed tears. Overall good
condition. Untrimmed.
“Second edition,” following the first of the same year. A startling account of
the first wrongful conviction case in the United States, which played out in New
England in the early-19th century. Contains an account of the trial itself, along
with a summary of events and a sermon preached upon the whole affair by Lemuel
Haynes, a veteran of the American Revolution and the first African-American ordained as a minister in the United States. The first two sections contain Haynes’
work regarding the Boorn case. The first is his “Narrative” relating the facts of the
Boorn-Colvin case; the second part, with its own sectional titlepage, is “Prisoner
Released. A Sermon, Delivered at Manchester, Vermont, Lords Day, Jan. 9th,
1820. The Remarkable Interpolation of Divine Providence, In the Deliverance
of Stephen and Jesse Boorn, Who Had Been Under Sentence of Death, For the
Supposed Murder of Russel Colvin.”
“This is one of the most famous cases of American criminal law and a constant
reminder that innocent persons can be convicted....Russell Colvin, the alleged
victim, had married a sister of the Boorns and had several children by her. He
was mentally deficient and disappeared in 1812. Local gossip credited the Boorns
with having disposed of him, presumably because he was a burden on the family.
In the spring of 1819...the Boorns were arrested and, either from fear or mental
weakness, they told stories involving each other in the death of Colvin – Stephen’s
amounting to a confession of murder. They were tried and sentenced to be hanged;
the state legislature, however, commuted Jesse’s sentence to life imprisonment. As
a last resort a notice was placed in the papers requesting information about Colvin. A farmer in Monmouth County, New Jersey, believed he recognized a hired
man in the vicinity from the description. This man, who was mentally deranged,
was enticed to Manchester, arriving on December 22, 1819, six weeks before the
day set for Stephen’s execution. It was definitively established that he was the
missing Colvin; he had apparently wandered off of his own volition” – McDade.
“This near miscarriage of justice was turned to account by Rev. Haynes who
claimed divine intercession in the affairs of Manchester, Vt. The Boorn brothers
were convicted of the murder of a man who had been missing seven years, but
who turned up alive during the trial” – Nebenzahl.
McDADE 111. COHEN 12384. SABIN 31054. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 1551.
NEBENZAHL 13:250.
$1850.

A Very Rare Broadsheet Attack on Andrew Jackson in 1828
13. [Jackson, Andrew]: [Election of 1828]: THE CASE OF JOHN WOODS
[caption title]. [N.p. 1828]. Broadsheet, 19 x 9 inches, text printed in two columns
on both sides. Old folds, some chips to edges, minor loss to upper left corner and
closed tear to bottom edge (no text affected). Two small holes (affecting just one
word), a few areas of soiling, light foxing, even tanning. Manuscript annotations
to verso. About very good.
A rare broadside recounting Andrew Jackson’s infamous execution of Private John
Woods, published in 1828 by Jackson’s opponents during the 1828 election. There
was considerable mud-slinging between the Jackson and Adams camps during that
campaign, which eventually saw the defeat of incumbent John Quincy Adams and
the election of Andrew Jackson. This dense broadside recounts the events of
March 1814 at Fort Strother during the Creek Campaign, when Jackson charged
John Woods, an eighteen year-old militiaman, with disobedience, disrespect, and
mutiny. According to the text, the trial itself only occurred because Jackson’s
soldiers would not shoot Woods’ at the moment of the offense, despite Jackson’s
cries to “Shoot the damned rascal!...blow ten balls through the damned rascal!”
The court martial followed soon after; Woods was found guilty, and sentenced
to die. Some testimonies here state that Jackson offered to spare Woods’ life if
he would enlist in the regular army, but Woods refused; others disagree. He was
executed thirty-six hours later.
Then follows the sworn testimony of several witnesses: Thomas Couch, Robert
Ferguson, Samuel Hanna, George A. Brock, Isaac Roberts, James Harris, William
Stewart, Joseph Alexander, Isaac Anderson, Abm. Whitney, and John Williams, all
fellow-soldiers of Woods who witnessed or had personal knowledge of the facts
in the case. Their accounts of Woods’ supposed mutiny substantially downplay
the severity of Woods’ disobedience, suggesting that it was likely a misunderstanding; they also emphasize the draconian nature of the punishment, and make
several mentions of Woods’ aging and infirm parents. Williams’ account closes:
“It is not true that Woods, on the ground of Execution, with oaths and defiance,
refused to promise obedience. On the contrary, he wept loud and bitterly.” All
of the testimonies are datelined in Tennessee in the first few months of 1828.
The nature of the printing lends itself to the possibility of a Tennessee press.
Though not as famous as the “Coffin Handbills” that appeared at the same time,
listing Woods’ execution among many other crimes by Jackson, this was definitely
addressed to the same audiences. John Spencer Bassett, in his Life of Andrew Jackson,
notes that the “execution of mutinous militiamen in the campaigns of 1813 and
1814 was recalled to show [Jackson’s] ferocious temper; and when a Philadelphia
editor published a hand-bill showing a coffin with the victims standing by its side,
the idea was caught up eagerly and repeated in all parts of the country.”
Not in Wise & Cronin, and we could find no listing for this broadside in OCLC,
or in American Imprints. It has only appeared at auction twice, and then not since
1925, when Anderson Galleries offered a copy as part of the sale of the Henry De
Puy collection, which was strong in Andrew Jackson material. The only copy in
the trade seems to be one offered by the Eberstadts in 1939.
$4250.

British Report on the Problems Caused
by a Free Black Labor Force on Jamaica
14. [Jamaica]: [Slavery]: JAMAICA. RETURN TO AN ADDRESS OF THE
HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OF COMMONS, DATED 19 MARCH
1839; – FOR, COPIES OF ANY COMMUNICATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE SECRETARY OF STATE BY THE AGENT FOR THE ISLAND OF
JAMAICA, RELATIVE TO THE CONDUCT OF THE NEGRO POPULATION IN THAT ISLAND [caption title]. [London. 1839]. 79,[1]pp. Folio.
Gathered signatures, stitched. Small ink numerals added to recto page numbers.
Near fine.
A dense and detailed collection of correspondence and statistics related to the current state of labor among the “negro population” of Jamaica in 1839, with much
information on the impact of labor strife upon the agricultural production of the
colony. This interesting collection of British correspondence illustrates the tensions between plantation owners, government authorities, the former slave labor
force, and religious missionaries in the West Indies. The first item is a lengthy
report from William Burge, agent for the island of Jamaica, transmitting troubling
news on the “state of agricultural labour” as “field cultivation” has been “almost
entirely suspended.” Burge diagnoses the cause of the troubles as “interference
by baptist missionaries and stipendiary magistrates with the free and voluntary
dealing between the negro and his employer.” These “mischevious” reformers
have deemed the wages offered to the black laborers as “unfair” and have “instigated the labourer to strike work, unless the exorbitant rate of wages which they
prescribed as submitted to by the master. They promulgated these sentiments,
and publicly by orations, sermons, and through the medium of the press, urged
upon the negro not to accept such fair wages.” Burge comments further on the
“deplorable state of the cultivation of the colony” that has resulted from wage
disputes among plantation owners and the black labor force. The letters and
documents printed here also report in detail the effects of these developments
on a variety of locations across the island, including statistical abstracts of wages
and crop production (mainly sugar cane) for some of the estates.
Not in Ragatz or the Library Company’s Afro-Americana collection, nor in
OCLC.
$1250.

An early, thorough, and rare report by the talented and visionary Chief Engineer
of the Central Pacific Railroad, Theodore Judah, made immediately following his
completion of the preliminary survey across the Sierra Nevada Mountains, from
Sacramento to the Truckee River at the eastern base. It is the first engineering
report for the Central Pacific, produced just a few months after the company was
formed by Judah and the Big Four.
In 1860, Judah, who had been lobbying Congress for funding for his vision of a
transcontinental railroad, decided that he could make an even more persuasive
case by finding a route across the difficult Sierra Nevada. In late 1860 he began
to personally explore several routes, including one that would go from Sacramento
through the community of Dutch Flat, and then across Donner Pass. Judah decided
that the Dutch Flat to Donner Pass route would be the best, and then began lobbying wealthy Sacramentans to support the project. The Central Pacific Railroad
was organized by Judah and the “Big Four” of Stanford, Crocker, Hopkins, and
Huntington (all named, among others, on the list of officers and directors on the
first text page here) in June 1861, but was not authorized by Congress until 1862.
After the formation of the CPRR, in the summer of 1861, Judah began a more
detailed survey of the route over Donner Pass, the results of which are given in
the present report, dated October 1, 1861. Judah describes in detail the proposed route for the railroad, and the obstacles that would need to be overcome
in crossing the Sierra, including the difficult grade changes, the problems caused
by snow, the need for tunnels, and, the advantages of a route along the Humboldt
River, with connections to Salt Lake and Council Bluffs. He also discusses the
estimated costs, and gives a list of maps and profiles that accompanied his original manuscript report to the Directors. Judah concludes that “the difficulties
and formidable features of this range can be successfully overcome for Railroad
purposes.” “This report [was] crucial, because upon the results of this survey
the continued backing of the Sacramento merchants largely depended” – Wheat.
Construction on the Central Pacific would not begin in earnest until 1865, due
to issues posed by the Civil War, financing, and the ongoing search for the best
route across the Sierra Nevada. That was two years after Judah’s death in 1863,
caused by yellow fever contracted while crossing the Isthmus of Panama on his
way to New York to look for alternative financing, having grown doubtful of the
sincerity of the Big Four.

One of Judah’s First Reports, Successfully Demonstrating
a Railroad Route Across the Sierra Nevada
15. [Judah, Theodore D.]: REPORT OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER ON
THE PRELIMINARY SURVEY AND COST OF CONSTRUCTION OF
THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD, OF CALIFORNIA, ACROSS
THE SIERRA NEVADA MOUNTAINS, FROM SACRAMENTO TO THE
EASTERN BOUNDARY OF CALIFORNIA. Sacramento. October 1, 1861.
36pp. Modern half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. Light tanning. Very good.

This report is not in Cowan, nor in List of References to Literature Relating to the
Union Pacific System. “Not in the collection of Central Pacific tracts assembled
by Cowan and dispersed by us last year” – Anderson Galleries (1923). The Graff
copy (which is a presentation copy from Judah) contains a map, but the Graff
catalogue notes that none of the other references mention a map, and the Streeter
copy (also a presentation copy from Judah) did not have a map either. This is the
first copy this early and significant report that firm has handled.
GREENWOOD 1438. RAILROAD ECONOMICS, p.290. HOWES J269, “b.”
SABIN 36830. GRAFF 2255. STREETER SALE 2861. Carl I. Wheat, “A Sketch
of the Life of Theodore D. Judah” in California Historical Society Quarterly, Vol.
IV, No. 3, September 1925, pp.219-71.
$4500.

An Important Collection of Research
on the Identity of the British Polemicist Known as “Junius,”
with a Large Number of Works By and About Him
16. “Junius”: Day, David F.: Chalmers, George: [ARCHIVE OF MANUSCRIPT
MATERIAL RESEARCHING THE IDENTITY OF THE IMPORTANT
BRITISH WRITER KNOWN AS “JUNIUS,” ALONG WITH EIGHTY
PRINTED VOLUMES OF WORKS BY AND ABOUT JUNIUS]. [Various
places in the United States and United Kingdom, see below. 1769-1892]. One
volume comprised of 124 letters (many with wax seals in tact), sixty-one notes
and assorted documents, and fifty newspaper clippings, bound together. One
journal: 93,[94-98 blank],99-102,[103-18 blank],119-28pp., with thirteen letters
laid in. One cabinet card, inscribed by Day. Eighty-one printed titles (full listing
available on request). Manuscript volume: Folio. Lacking front and rear boards,
spine ends fraying. First few leaves detached (but present), a few closed tears,
fraying to edges of leaves, occasional light tanning and soiling. Journal: Folio.
Rear board detached (but present), front board loosening, spine strip perished,
inside quite clean. Printed volumes well-worn. A number of printed volumes are
inscribed and annotated by Day; several bear the bookplate of William Thoms.
Overall about very good.
A rich collection of primary source material supporting research into the identity
of the legendary “Junius,” who wrote a series of political letters critical of the
government of King George III to the Public Advertiser, London Evening Post, and
several other London newspapers from January 21, 1769 to January 21, 1772.
This collection is really two generations of research, begun by George Chalmers
(1742-1825), Scottish historian and chief clerk to the committee of Privy Council
on matters relating to trade; and continued by David F. Day (1829-1900), a lawyer
and historian in Buffalo, New York. It provides an unmatched opportunity to
study research into the identity of Junius, and works by and about the important
polemicist.
The larger manuscript volume includes a substantial collection of letters, most of
them dated 1780s-1790s, along with notes and accompanying material, initially
collected by Chalmers in the course of his research, and subsequently assembled
by Day. Chalmers wrote on a number of authorship controversies during his
career, including fictitious letters said to pass between Mary, Queen of Scots
and Lord Bothwell; William Henry Ireland’s forged Shakespeare manuscripts;
and finally the Junius question. He published The Author of Junius Ascertained,
from a Concatenation of Circumstances Amounting to Moral Demonstration in 1817,
concluding that the Junius letters were written by Hugh Boyd.
Chalmers’ chief source for his Boyd hypothesis was the important publisher, John
Almon (1737-1805). Among some of the highlights in this volume is a substantial
letter from Almon, dated December 10, 1798, explaining why he believed the
Junius letters were written by Boyd. The addressee is not noted, but the letter
was to Lawrence Dundas Campbell, who edited the works of Hugh Boyd (as the
“Author of the Letters of Junius”) in 1800. It is not clear whether this letter is

in Almon’s hand or is a later copy – the letter is reproduced in Campbell’s edition
in the appendix, and this manuscript letter incorporates Campbell’s corrections
to Almon’s letter in the footnotes of his printed edition. Almon was an English
journalist, political writer, and bookseller. In 1770, Almon, along with John Miller
(printer of the London Evening Post) and Henry Sampson Woodfall (printer of the
Public Advertiser, in which the Junius letters were originally published, and who
then published Stat Nominis Umbra two years later), were all tried for seditious
libel for printing the Junius letters. Woodfall’s trial ended in a mistrial, Miller
was found not guilty, and although Almon was convicted, he does not seem to have
received significant punishment beyond a fine. In this letter, Almon mentions a
1769 meeting at the Queen’s Arms pub in St. Paul’s Church Yard, where he and
several other booksellers (including Miller and Woodfall, as well as Rivington,
Longman, and Owen) discussed the true identity of Junius.
Following are two letters from one Robert Alexander to Chalmers (1799), discussing recent publications related to their respective research, and one discussing
William Draper’s visit to Baltimore (where Chalmers practiced law before the
Revolution broke out). Draper had his own Junius theories, contending that
either Edmund Burke or Lord George Sackville was the true author. Chalmers
has annotated these letters indicating that he was already convinced that Boyd
was the true author.
Chalmers collected a wide variety of letters and reports, both for information, but
also for handwriting samples, especially in the case of Boyd. One can reconstruct
Chalmers’ research on Boyd through a series of letters to him from officials at
Trinity College, Dublin and various record offices in Ireland. Boyd (1746-1794)
was born Hugh Macauley (McAuley), the second son of Alexander Macauley of
County Antrim, and Margaret Boyd of Ballycastle. He attended Trinity College
as Hugh Macauley, but then changed his last name to Boyd in 1765 when he
succeeded, under the will of his grandfather, to the Boyd estate in Antrim. This
made it difficult for Chalmers to track down biographical details, since even after
1765 Boyd appears as Macauley in some records (such as his marriage license to
Frances Morphy in 1767) and as Boyd in others.
Hugh Boyd entered the Middle Temple in 1771, and was called to the English
bar in 1776, though he spent most of his time writing political commentaries
and pointed letters in London newspapers, in particular the Public Advertiser. He
was friendly with Edmund Burke, Joshua Reynolds, and David Garrick, and was
regarded as intellectually brilliant and entertaining, albeit a bit radical and lacking
in focus. Nevertheless, Boyd secured a post as secretary to George Macartney,
the governor of Madras. Though a lucrative post, Boyd preferred journalism, and
in 1792 he helped found one of the first English-language periodicals in India,
the Madras Courier. He died of fever just two years later. He might have been
forgotten entirely had Almon and Chalmers not become convinced he was the
author of the Junius letters. Modern scholars note that Boyd likely styled his
own writing after Junius, and was certainly not Junius himself.

Also included are several letters from Boyd to one George Glenny, mostly discussing business dealings, legal issues, and dinner dates, though one references
the plight of British troops during the Revolutionary War; there are also a few
notes from Boyd’s wife to Glenny. There is correspondence between Glenny
and Chalmers as well, which is presumably how these letters found their way to
Chalmers. Chalmers was likely also responsible for acquiring a copy of Boyd’s
will, addressed to one “Dunbar,” in which Boyd asked him to “burn my papers”
after death; a copy of the will of Alexander Macauley’s (Hugh’s father); and an
extended letter on Boyd from Irish Justice Robert Day (1746-1841), who seems
quite confident that Boyd was not Junius. There is also a copy of Boyd’s marriage
license, along with letters between Richard Lee, George Chalmers, and Robert
Milligan regarding the details of Boyd’s marriage, in particular the confusion
about Boyd’s legal name.
Chalmers includes several contemporary newspaper clippings discussing the identity
of Junius, and announcing publications of works (like the works of Boyd) which
deal with Junius; as well as a few letters from “Britannicus,” another anonymous
polemicist whom some contemporaries thought was Sir Philip Francis for a time.
Chalmers also includes four letters to Almon (ca. 1770s-80s) from William Gerard
Hamilton (1729-96), longtime Chancellor of the Exchequer in Ireland, asking for
further information about popular opinion on recent events, particularly: “What
the Americans who are in London think...” Unfortunately there are no replies
from Almon.
The second manuscript volume belonged to David F. Day, and is effectively a
commonplace book organizing his research on Junius. The volume begins with
the heading, “Memoranda respecting Junius &c.,” and lists a variety of works
about Junius, his possible identity, those who may have known him, etc., often
with an annotation to the left side in different ink (usually purple), stating: “I
have it,” or “To be procured.” The list of works continues chronologically off
and on throughout, sometimes with summaries, and subsequent marginal annotations, often with his assessment of whether a particular source or argument is
true. There are also additional notes and numerous clippings from bookseller
catalogues laid, tipped, and pasted in.
Day summarizes Joseph Parkes and Herman Merivale’s Memoirs of Sir Philip
Francis (1867), in which they provided a list of forty-two people who had been
supposed to be Junius, along with reasons why they were not. Day adds his own
thoughts. Later, Day provides additional lists of names, again with rationale for
and against the possibility of their identity as Junius. Day transcribes several
letters and articles as well, from sources he has borrowed (and some of which he
later acquired as his own copies). Several of the works referenced investigate

Junius’ handwriting, and Day reproduces the examples in his own hand. Day also
provides several notes on the analysis of language usage in Junius’ letters, both in
comparing the letters to other authors to potentially establish identity, but also
to trace the place of birth, education, and upbringing of the potential Junius.
Also included are six letters to Day from John Edmands, Librarian of the Mercantile Library of Philadelphia, who published a bibliography of nearly 300 items
by and about Junius in the Bulletin of the Mercantile Library of Philadelphia over
several issues between 1890 and 1892. Edmands’ letters to Day begin with him
asking for Day’s help with the bibliography; he also discusses their respective
research projects and collections. Ultimately Day helped with the proofreading,
and in the published work, Edmands mentions Day’s assistance in compiling the
bibliography and notes that Day plans to soon publish “a new theory as to the
authorship” of the Junius letters, though it does not appear Day ever did so.
There are also seven letters (including one mounted on the rear pastedown) from
Howard Edwards, a Junius collector in Philadelphia, who had received Day’s lists
of wants from a bookseller in common (C.I. Price). Edwards writes that he has
ninety-three volumes and his own list of wants, and proposes that they attempt an
exchange. Edwards notes that he tends to favor the theory of Sir Philip Francis
as the author.
The accompanying printed volumes provide an equally valuable resource, featuring some of the earliest appearances of Junius in print (outside of newspapers), as
well as subsequent collected editions of his works, the works of potential Junius
“candidates” (especially Hugh Boyd and Sir Philip Francis), analyses of Junius’
handwriting, and finally Francesco Cordasco’s Junius: A Bibliography... (1986).
Highlights include the first and several subsequent editions of The Political Contest;
Containing, a Series of Letters Between Junius and Sir William Draper... [1769]; Collection of the Letters of Atticus, Lucius, Junius, and Others... (Almon, 1769); the first
two issues of Junius’ Stat Nominis Umbra (Woodfall, 1772); Chalmers’ An Appendix
to the Supplemental Apology...Being the Documents for the Opinion That Hugh McAuley Boyd Wrote Junius’s Letters (Egerton, 1800), inscribed by Chalmers; the first
three editions of Chalmers’ The Author of Junius Ascertained... (Egerton, 1817-19);
early works by John Almon, writing his own controversial tracts as the “Father of
Candor”; and several studies exploring other less likely Junius candidates, such
as John Horne Tooke, Edmund Burke, and John Lewis de Lolme. A complete
list of the books by and about Junius in this collection is available on request.
Although most modern scholars agree that Francis was likely the author, there
remain holdouts, in large part because no surviving examples of Junius’ hand have
survived. Thus, the mystery may never be solved, but Chalmers’ and Day’s work
on the question are important parts of the solution.
$7500.

In Favor of Rehabilitating African-American Youthful Offenders
17. Kelley, William D.: ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE COLORED DEPARTMENT OF THE HOUSE OF REFUGE...ON DECEMBER 31st, 1849.
Philadelphia: T.K. and P.G. Collins, Printers, 1850. 24pp. Dbd. Light foxing to
titlepage, otherwise clean internally. Very good.
In the present address William Kelley, a Pennsylvania politician and noted jurist,
lauds the state’s reform of its penal code to emphasize rehabilitation, providing
the “colored” inmates “with instruction in some available trade or calling...the
means of gaining an honest livelihood...supplanting the whipping-post by the moral
instructor.” Two days after first receiving inmates, Kelley celebrates the launching
of this “Refuge for Juvenile Colored Delinquents” as “a home, a school, and a
church for the offending offspring of the poorest, most ignorant, most degraded,
and suffering members of our community.” Kelley also chronicles the history of
Pennsylvania’s reform of the treatment of juvenile delinquents. Urging greater
provision of educational opportunities he counsels, “Crime is not the inevitable
consequence of ignorance, but they have close and important relations.”
Founded by the Philadelphia Society for Alleviating the Miseries of Public Prisons
(later known as the Pennsylvania Prison Society), the House of Refuge for Colored
Children was first opened in 1828 as a humane and rehabilitative alternative to
adult prison for young offenders. Although the institution was not founded with
a specific race policy, no black child was admitted to the House for more than
twenty years. Cecile P. Frey notes in the Journal of Negro History that from 1828
“[u]ntil 1850, when the House of Refuge for Colored Children was opened in
Philadelphia, youthful offenders of that race were placed in adult prisons rather
than in any separate facility” (p.10).
William D. Kelley, a Democrat at the time he gave this speech, became disgusted
with the Pierce Administration and Stephen A. Douglas who, as the engineer of
the Missouri Compromise, opened the door to slavery in Kansas. Kelley was an
anti-slavery Democrat, but became a founder of the Republican Party, where his
opposition to the extension of slavery and his emancipationist views were more
welcome.
COHEN 4489. LIBRARY COMPANY, AFRO-AMERICANA 5466. SABIN 37272
(note). Cecile P. Frey, “The House of Refuge for Colored Children” in Journal
of Negro History Vol. 66, No. 1 (Spring 1981), pp.10-25.
$950.

Memorial Lithograph
18. [Lincoln, Abraham]: ABRAHAM LINCOLN, SIXTEENTH PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES. BORN FEBY. 12th 1809. DIED APRIL 15th
1865 [caption title]. New York: Chr. Kimmel & Forster, [ca. 1865-1870]. Handcolored lithograph, 11¼ x 7¾ inches. A few spots of light foxing, light tanning
to lower margin, small chip to lower right corner. Near fine.
An attractive portrait of Abraham Lincoln, in which he is depicted wearing a dark
double-breasted suit coat, vest, and bow tie, facing stage middle-right, framed in
an oval. Kimmel & Forster produced several attractive prints depicting Lincoln.
The present lithograph was done from one of seven posed photographs taken on
February 9, 1864, by Anthony Berger, manager of Mathew Brady’s Washington
D.C. National Photographic Art Gallery. This photo also served as the basis for
Lincoln’s image on the five-dollar bill. Berger’s photo shoot also included the
profile shot used as the basis for the Lincoln-head penny (which first appeared
on the fifteen-cent stamp in 1866, and later on the three-cent stamp in 1920).
Harold Holzer, Gabor Borritt & Mark Neely, The Lincoln Image, figure 45
(ref).
$650.

Selling the Deceased President’s Portrait in Nashville
19. [Lincoln, Abraham]: [MEMORIAL CARTE DE VISITE PHOTOGRAPH
OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN]. Nashville: Giers & Co. National Portrait Gallery,
[ca. 1870]. Carte de visite photograph, 3½ x 2¼ inches, on printed card mount,
4 x 2½ inches. Two old creases, one just touching image, part of backing surface
torn away, light soiling. Good.
Carte de visite featuring a memorial photogravure of Lincoln, in which he is depicted wearing a dark double-breasted suit coat, vest, and bow tie, facing stage
middle-right. This image was possibly based on a photo by Henry F. Warren,
during one of the last photo sessions with Lincoln in March 1865. The pose
here is very similar to Warren’s, though the image is softer and Lincoln appears
younger, which would be appropriate for a memorial keepsake.
Giers & Co. was founded by Carl Caspar Giers (1828-77), in 1855. During the
Civil War, he photographed both Union and Confederate soldiers and generals.
After the war, his studio documented Nashville’s rapid growth and expansion, and
he included among his clientele numerous prominent families, political leaders,
and notable business and cultural figures, including Jesse James, George A. Dickel,
Frederick Douglass, Ulysses S. Grant, and Andrew Johnson. His studio, located
at 42-44 Union Street in Nashville, was described by the local newspapers as a
“mammoth art gallery” and was one of the city’s key tourist attractions in the
early 1870s. An interesting memorial portrait of Lincoln, produced in Tennessee.
$275.

First Edition of the Octavo McKenney and Hall
20. McKenney, Thomas L., and James Hall: HISTORY OF THE INDIAN
TRIBES OF NORTH AMERICA, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND
ANECDOTES OF THE PRINCIPAL CHIEFS. EMBELLISHED WITH ONE
HUNDRED AND TWENTY PORTRAITS FROM THE INDIAN GALLERY
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF WAR, AT WASHINGTON. Philadelphia: J.T.
Bowen, 1848/1849/1850. Three volumes. 120 handcolored lithographed plates,
many heightened with gum arabic, by J.T. Bowen chiefly after Charles Bird King,
one handcolored lithographed dedication leaf “To the memory of Washington.”
Original three-quarter red morocco and marbled boards, spines gilt extra, a.e.g.
Extremities lightly worn, corners worn, spines rubbed. Last few leaves of first
volume lightly dampstained in the upper corner, not affecting images. Generally
quite clean internally. About very good.
The first octavo edition of McKenney and Hall’s classic work, first published in
large folio format in 1836-44, and first appearing in smaller format in the present
edition. This octavo edition was reprinted many times, but this first is by far the
best for quality of printing and coloring of the plates.
After six years as superintendent of Indian Trade, Thomas McKenney had become
concerned for the survival of the western tribes. He had observed unscrupulous
individuals taking advantage of the American Indians for profit, and his vocal
warnings about their future prompted his appointment by President Monroe to
the Office of Indian Affairs. As first director, McKenney was to improve the
administration of Indian programs in various government offices. His first trip
was during the summer of 1826 to the Lake Superior area for a treaty with the
Chippewa, opening mineral rights on their land. In 1827 he journeyed west
again for a treaty with the Chippewa, Menominee, and Winnebago in the present
state of Michigan. His journeys provided an unparalleled opportunity to become
acquainted with American Indian tribes.
When President Jackson dismissed him from his government post in 1829, McKenney was able to turn more of his attention to his publishing project. Within
a few years he was joined by James Hall, the Illinois journalist, lawyer, state
treasurer, and from 1833 Cincinnati banker, who had written extensively about
the West. Both authors, not unlike George Catlin, whom they tried to enlist in
their publishing enterprise, saw their book as a way of preserving an accurate
visual record of a rapidly disappearing culture. The text, which was written by
Hall based on information supplied by McKenney, takes the form of a series of
biographies of leading figures amongst the Indian nations, followed by a general
history of the North American Indians. The work is now famous for its color
plate portraits of the chiefs, warriors, and squaws of the various tribes, faithful

copies of original oils by Charles Bird King painted from life in his studio in
Washington (McKenney commissioned him to record the visiting Indian delegates) or worked up by King from the watercolors of the young frontier artist,
James Otto Lewis. All but four of the original paintings were destroyed in the
disastrous Smithsonian fire of 1865, so their appearance in this work preserves
what is probably the best likeness of many of the most prominent Indian leaders
of the early 19th century. Numbered among King’s sitters were Sequoyah, Red
Jacket, Major Ridge, Cornplanter, and Osceola.
HOWES M129. BENNETT, p.79. SABIN 43411. REESE, BEST OF THE
WEST 68 (ref).
$24,000.

“Distinguishing White from Black”
in Counting the People of Massachusetts in 1784
21. [Massachusetts]: Hancock, John: Adams, Samuel: COMMONWEALTH
OF MASSACHUSETTS. IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FOUR. AN ACT FOR OBTAINING
A JUST AND ACCURATE ACCOUNT OF THE QUANTITY OF LAND
WITHIN THIS COMMONWEALTH, GRANTED TO OR SURVEYED
FOR ANY PERSON, THE NUMBER OF BUILDINGS THEREON,
AND OF ITS INHABITANTS...[caption title]. [Boston: Printed by Adams
and Nourse, July 2, 1784]. Printed broadside, 15¼ x 11¼ inches (sight size).
Text in two columns. Old folds. Minor losses along center vertical fold at top
slightly affecting a few letters. Moderate edge wear, a few closed edge tears, a
few light creases. Light foxing and soiling, slight offsetting from being folded
into itself. Overall, in very good condition. Attractively framed to an overall
size of 27 x 23 inches.
A rare and notable Massachusetts broadside printing an act of the legislature
calling for an accurate survey of the Commonwealth in order to determine
representation, part of which involved counting the number of whole persons
and slaves living in the state. The American Revolution produced a strong
sense among Americans that taxes should be accompanied by representation.
Under the Articles of Confederation, the thirteen states were to contribute to
the common government according to their real estate, but this approach proved
unworkable because of the difficulties of valuation. On February 17, 1783, the
Confederation Congress, during a debate on the collection of funds from the
states to pay for the expenses of the war, called for a fuller census, and requested
that each state submit its findings by March 1, 1784.
Massachusetts did not see fit to act on this Congressional directive until four
months later, in early July, according to the present document. Here, the
state calls for a census to be made by November 1784, well past the deadline
established by Congress, but better than many other states which did not act
upon Congress’s orders at all. This collective dragging of feet by the states of
the Confederation precipitated the first national census under the new federal
government in 1790, to be conducted by the national government, which was
by that time governed by the U.S. Constitution.
On April 18, 1783, the Confederation Congress also proposed an amendment
to levy quotas of revenue among the states according to the number of their
inhabitants, counting three-fifths of the number of slaves for this purpose. By
1787, eleven states had ratified the amendment, including Massachusetts. Although it required unanimous approval by all thirteen states under the Articles
of Confederation, and thereby failed ratification (New Hampshire and New York
opposed it), the idea of raising revenue proportional to population rather than
property stuck, and played an important role as the Constitutional Convention
gathered at Philadelphia in 1787. The three-fifths count for slaves carried

through to the final Constitution and was ratified as part of Article 1, Section 2,
Clause 3. Eventually, after the Civil War, Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment replaced the Three-fifths Compromise in the Constitution.
A seed of the three-fifths compromise is present in this Massachusetts Act, as the
text calls for a separate count for white and black people. Otherwise, there is no
good reason to separate the counts. The Act reads, in part: “Be it enacted...That
the Assessors of the several towns, districts and plantations in this Commonwealth
on or before the first day of November next, shall transmit to the office of the
Secretary of this Commonwealth, a just and accurate account of the quantity of
land in their respective towns, districts and plantations, granted to or surveyed for

any person, the number of buildings thereon, distinguishing dwelling-houses from
other buildings; and the number of inhabitants of all ages and sexes, distinguishing white from black, which were within the same on the first day of September,
one thousand seven hundred and eighty-three....”
The present document is signed in type by Governor John Hancock, Speaker of
the House Samuel A. Otis, and Samuel Adams, President of the Senate.
Rare, with only seven copies listed in ESTC by five institutions, and a significant
early American census document, reflecting the racial issues of the day.
EVANS 18594. FORD 2391. ESTC W10371.
$4500.

Training Manual for the Fruit of Islam
22. [Nation of Islam]: YOUR ORIENTATION BROCHURE MUHAMMAD’S MOSQUE OF ISLAM [wrapper title]. [Wichita, Ks.? ca. late 1960s to
early 1970s]. [1],ii,7,7a,8-20 leaves. Printed cream paper front wrapper bound
into brad-fastened binder with letters “F O I” (and the star and crescent inside
the “O”) taped on front binder wrapper. Mimeographed typed pamphlet. Leaves
16-20 apparently supplied from another copy. Some wear to binder. Light soiling,
and rumpling throughout. Ink ownership inscription on front wrapper. Very good.
An internal document created for male members of the Nation of Islam who “have
successfully satisfied the requirements put before us by Allah and his Messenger....
Your persistence in doing so has awarded you with the privilege of attending our
F.O.I. class.” The Fruit of Islam (F.O.I.), or “Fruit,” was one of the original institutions of the Nation of Islam (N.O.I.), created by Wallace Fard Muhammad
in 1933 to serve as security staff at temples, mosques, and N.O.I. events, and
to serve as bodyguards to Fard and his successor, Elijah Muhammad. The men
recruited for the F.O.I. were mostly young, active members, and were considered
the “fruit” of the new nation. This guide includes directions on every aspect of
life, both in and out of the mosque. There are instructions on grooming and
attire: “Clean shirts (preferably white), tie and suits are to be worn at all Mosque
meetings, unless otherwise advised....A Muslim is expected to bathe at least once
a day”; a section on the duties of F.O.I. members in selling and distributing Muhammad Speaks, which was the newspaper of the N.O.I. from 1960 to 1975; and
instructions on prayer and charity, supporting the local mosque as well as the
N.O.I. and its mission more broadly.
The F.O.I. continued until the death of Elijah Muhammad in 1975. When Warith
Deen Muhammad took control of the N.O.I. he disbanded the F.O.I. in the process
of disbanding the entire N.O.I., as he worked to transform it into a mainstream
Islamic movement. In 1978, Louis Farrakhan, who had served as an imam under
Warith Deen, decided to break with the reform movement and work with a small
group of supporters to rebuild what they regarded as the original Nation of Islam,
based upon the ideas of Wallace Fard Muhammad and Elijah Muhammad. They
also reformed the F.O.I. as “brave fighters for Allah...to teach civilization, and
teach what they know to those who do not know....”
Although undated, the brief biography of Elijah Muhammad that begins the
guide states that he has been the leader of the N.O.I. “for well over 30 years....”
As Elijah succeeded Fard in 1934, we can assume the date of this guide to be in
the late 1960s or early 1970s. This copy originated from the N.O.I. mosque in
Wichita, Kansas, and was owned by Brother Daniel 2X Loggins, whose name is
written in manuscript on the front wrapper.
An important document in the development of a controversial movement at the
height of the Civil Rights movement.
$750.

An album of early vernacular
photographs of Nebraska, opening with an image of the large
central building of Union College in Lincoln, founded by the
Seventh-Day Adventist Church
in 1891. A healthy amount of
the images in the album concern groups of young men
and women in late-Victorian
dress posing for the camera
in front of the Union College
main building, or in a variety of
pastoral settings. The compiler
was likely a student or parent of
a student who attended Union
College. They also visited a
nearby farm, likely a family
farm, and include several images of the farmhouse, cattle,
and rural views.

Turn-of-the-Century Nebraska
23. [Nebraska Photographica]: [VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM
OF LINCOLN, NEBRASKA AT THE TURN OF THE 20th CENTURY,
FEATURING EARLY IMAGES OF UNION COLLEGE, THE SECOND
NEBRASKA CAPITOL BUILDING, AND DOWNTOWN LINCOLN].
[Lincoln, Ne. and surrounding locations. ca. 1900]. Thirty-seven photographs,
most approximately 4¾ x 6½ inches, all but four mounted on album pages. Oblong
quarto. Limp cloth photo album. Cloth a bit stained and discolored around the
edges. A few of the images lightly faded. Very good.

The compiler of the album
also spent time in the city of
Lincoln, as the album contains
two street scenes of Lincoln
before the advent of the automobile. The first of two downtown street scenes shows the
Burlington Route ticket office
next to the Lincoln Transfer
Company, and other businesses.
The second of the street scenes
is a photograph showing a long
stretch of O Street, with the
Mayer Bros. store in the immediate right foreground. Both scenes depict a large
crowd of onlookers filling the streets while watching some type of parade. In
addition, there is a nice shot of the Old Nebraska State Capitol Building and
the water fountain on the Capitol grounds, with the capitol building in the deep
background.
The album concludes with a striking photograph of four Native American men
in full dress. Sadly, the figures are not identified, but certainly warrant further
research.
An excellent collection of early Lincoln, Nebraska photography.

$950.

The New Hampshire Press Attacks Andrew Jackson
Just Weeks Before the 1828 Election
24. [New Hampshire]: [Jackson, Andrew]: [Election of 1828]: THE NEWHAMPSHIRE JOURNAL. VOL. III...NO. 111...MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS [caption title]. Concord, N.H.: Jacob B. Moore, October 20, 1828. [4]pp.
newspaper, on one large folio sheet. Illustrations. Old folds. Several old repairs to
closed tears along folds, five small holes at intersections of folds (costing about
five words). Chipping to edges, mild foxing and a few spots of soiling. Good plus.
A newspaper variant of the infamous “Coffin Broadsides” attacking Andrew Jackson in the presidential campaign of 1828. There was considerable mud-slinging
between the Jackson and Adams camps during that campaign, which eventually
saw the defeat of incumbent John Quincy Adams and the election of Andrew
Jackson. Dominating the October 20 issue of The New-Hampshire Journal two
weeks before the election, the headline reads, “Monumental Inscriptions,” with
six coffin-shaped memorials spanning the majority of the first page. Each coffin
is devoted to one of six men executed under Jackson’s orders in February, 1815 –
each of them having departed thinking their terms of service were finished, all of
them being subsequently tried for desertion and executed by Jackson. The text
above the coffins states that these “inscriptions, compiled from authentic sources,
but principally from official documents, communicated by the Department of
War to Congress...are, in this form, submitted to the serious consideration of
the American people...If he shall be found guilty of having illegally and wantonly
shed the blood of his countrymen and fellow soldiers, entrust not the liberty and
happiness of this most free and happy country to his keeping.” A poem recounting their executions runs below.
The second page and most of the third have further information about the election,
with Jackson listed under the “Blood & Carnage Ticket,” along with additional
accounts of Jackson’s crimes. The remainder of the issue includes obituaries,
local advertisements, and proposed post office delivery contracts. The NewHampshire Journal had a relatively brief run (1826-31), before merging with the
New-Hampshire Statesman. The Journal’s publisher, Jacob B. Moore, was the official
printer for the state, and this issue of the newspaper also carries endorsements
of the Republican ticket at the national and local levels. New Hampshire voted
for the Republican, John Quincy Adams, in 1828, with Jackson losing the state
and its eight electoral votes by some 7.5%.
The “Coffin Handbill” was printed and reprinted in several sizes and formats.
Sabin quotes John Spencer Bassett in his Life of Andrew Jackson, who notes that
the “execution of mutinous militiamen in the campaigns of 1813 and 1814 was
recalled to show [Jackson’s] ferocious temper; and when a Philadelphia editor
published a hand-bill showing a coffin with the victims standing by its side, the
idea was caught up eagerly and repeated in all parts of the country.”
$850.

Uncle Tom Performed,
Featuring the Tennessee Jubilee Singers
25. [Parsons & Pool]: COMING SOON! PARSONS & POOL’S ORIGINAL UNCLE TOM’S CABIN AND TENNESSEE JUBILEE SINGERS....
Providence, R.I.: Whatcheer Print, [ca. 1879-90]. Illustrated broadside, 24 x 9¼
inches. Expertly backed with tissue, neatly mending a few closed tears (no loss
of paper). Very good.
Uncommon broadside advertising an upcoming performance of Parsons & Pool’s
long-running Uncle Tom’s Cabin stage production, with woodcuts showing scenes
from the play superimposed over an image of a cabin. Also advertised are the
Tennessee Jubilee Singers, who regularly performed with the Parsons and Pool’s
troupe. Although Harriet Beecher Stowe never officially sanctioned a stage
interpretation of her novel, theatrical versions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin were wildly
popular with American audiences during the entire second half of the 19th century and into the early 1900s. These “Tom Shows” existed in scores of different
iterations, from moralizing melodramas to blackface burlesques, and were a staple
of the traveling show circuit.
Proclaimed as “the only company on the road to-day presenting the old-time
manuscript version of Uncle Tom’s Cabin...” Parsons & Pool’s productions can be
classified among the moralizing melodramas. In one promotional pamphlet, the
producers write that their presentations are “favorable to the development of the
great principles of Christian brotherhood, and bringing to the knowledge and
sympathies of the world, the lowly, the oppressed and forgotten.” The Jubilee
Singers began as the Fisk Jubilee Singers, an African-American a cappella ensemble
composed of students from Fisk University, a historically black university in
Nashville. They first organized in 1871 to tour and raise funds for the university.
They sang traditional spirituals and other popular music, and toured along the
Underground Railroad path in the U.S., as well as performing in England and
Europe. The student group disbanded in 1878 and then reorganized as the Tennessee Jubilee Singers, a joint-stock touring group, in 1879, but retained their
reputation as a refined group of performers, preserving and promoting AfricanAmerican culture throughout the country.
We found seven copies of this broadside listed in OCLC: Hamilton College, Library Company of Philadelphia, Yale, Clements Library, Middle Tennessee State
University, University of Virginia, University of Wisconsin-Madison.
LIBRARY COMPANY, AFRO-AMERICANA (2nd ed. Suppl.) 1655. OCLC
40817572, 701755423.
$1500.

A German’s Immigrant’s Novel Set in South Texas:
“In no other work in German literature
and perhaps in no other literature, has the prairie been portrayed
with more skill than in this work” – Graff
26. [Strubberg, Friedrich Armand]: AMERIKANISCHE JAGD-UND REISEABENTEUER AUS MEINEM LEBEN IN DEN WESTLICHEN INDIANERGEBIETEN. Stuttgart und Augsburg: J.G. Cotta’scher Verlag, 1858.
vi,460pp. plus twenty-four plates. Publisher’s gilt pictorial green cloth elaborately
stamped in gilt and blind, all edges marbled. Light edge wear. Hinges a bit tender, ink ownership inscription on front free endpaper, minor scattered foxing. A
handsome copy.
An authentic account of the early German experience in Texas, written by Friedrich
Armand Strubberg, who was the director of the German settlement of Fredericksburg from 1846-47. Strubberg (1806-89) was a prolific author who wrote many
novels set in German Texas, including Friedrichsburg, die Colonie des Deutschen
Fürsten-Vereins in Texas. After his leadership of the Adelsverein in Fredericksburg
went sour, Strubberg participated in the Mexican-American War then moved
to Arkansas, where he served as a doctor near Camden. In 1854, he suffered a
damaging insect sting to the eye and had to return to Europe for treatment. He
returned to Germany, and settled down to become an author. The present work
is his first novel, set on the Leona River in far south Texas, in which Strubberg
revisits some of his formative experiences in the Lone Star State.
“The scene is laid on the Leona, a tributary of the Rio Grande. The author
describes in great minuteness several years of his life there. In no other work in
German literature and perhaps in no other literature, has the prairie been portrayed with more skill than in this work. It was translated into English (although
Strubberg is not credited with its authorship) and published in 1864 under the
title of The Backwoodsman; or, Life on the Indian Frontier...” – Graff.
“Florid narrative, possibly based on actual experiences in the Rio Grande region” – Howes. The twenty-four plates in the work capture the majesty of the
landscape and the ruggedness of the American West, with numerous scenes of
Native Americans, action scenes of cowboys on horseback fighting, hunting, or
killing various animals (including bears and an alligator), and scenes of cattle and
buffalo rustling.
A captivating work relating to the early German experience in Texas from a man
who was there.
HOWES S1086, “aa.” GRAFF 4015. WAGNER-CAMP 311a:1. RADEN 2996.
SABIN 93102.
$2000.

Texas Lands, Promoted from Rural Ohio
27. [Texas]: Hannan, Henry: TEXAS LANDS! SPECIAL BARGAINS! BY
HENRY H. HANNAN, LAND AND EMIGRATION AGENT, SWAN CREEK,
OHIO. [Gallipolis, Oh.]: The Gallipolis Bulletin, [ca. 1870s]. [4]pp. on a single
folded sheet. Old horizontal folds. Minor toning, a few small spots of soiling.
Near fine.
A rare promotional pamphlet touting available property in several Texas counties for emigrants and speculators “desiring homes and profitable investments.”
Henry H. Hannan was an Ohio land agent who specialized in Texas real property
in the second half of the 19th century. Here, Hannan claims to have personally
examined each of the thirty tracts of land offered in Kauffman, Dallas, Ellis,
Denton, Wise, Jack, Frio, Taylor, Lynn, and Lubbock counties, and discusses their
water rights, timber rights, improvements, and other details. He offers “special
attention” to “colonist locations” and also mentions that he has additional tracts
of “railroad and other lands, representing over 100 counties in Texas, Arkansas
and Missouri.” Printed by the Gallipolis Bulletin in Ohio, a long-running but
now defunct newspaper located about twenty miles from Hannan’s home base in
Swan Creek. OCLC reports just three institutional copies, at Yale, SMU, and
the University of Texas at Arlington.
OCLC 775872981.
$800.

“The U. States may justly be regarded as having
a virtual monopoly of the cotton plant. Neither Egyptian,
Brazilian or East India cotton can, if the competition be left free,
compete with that raised upon our soil.”
28. Tyler, John: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM FORMER
PRESIDENT JOHN TYLER TO COAL AND COTTON PRODUCER
HAMILTON SMITH OF VIRGINIA, REGARDING “KING COTTON” AND
HIS EXCITEMENT OVER THE DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
MARKETS FOR THE CASH CROP JUST TWELVE YEARS BEFORE
THE CIVIL WAR]. Sherwood Forest, Va. February 5, 1849. [6]pp. manuscript
on both sides of three folio-sized sheets of green paper. A few neat splits along
fold lines, with no loss of text. Minor chipping to fore-edges occasionally touching a letter, small chip to bottom edge of last leaf costing a few words, minor
foxing. Overall very good.
A lengthy and interesting letter from former President John Tyler discussing the
growing American economy, the need for lower tariffs, and his belief that “King

Cotton” would be the crop that – joined with American manufacturing might –
would help American exports to become dominant in foreign markets. It is an
important statement by Tyler on his economic philosophy at a time when more
and more American leaders (especially in the South) were calling for lower tariff
rates in order to drive American economic growth. This letter was written by
Tyler in response to a letter from a Virginia coal and cotton producer who seems
to have written regarding a potential Constitutional amendment regarding tariffs.
Shortly after becoming president in April 1842, following the untimely death of
William Henry Harrison, the tariff became a thorny issue for John Tyler. A foe
of high tariffs, he initially opposed and ultimately vetoed a bill proposing strong
duties on foreign imports. Tyler eventually compromised with congressional
leaders and did sign a weakened Tariff Bill in 1842. However, his initial opposi-

tion to the tariff was enough for Whig leaders in the U.S. House to undertake
impeachment proceedings against Tyler, the first against a president in American
history (the efforts ultimately stalled in the House).
The “Walker Tariff” of 1846, which reduced tariff rates by seven percent from
1842 levels, was much more to Tyler’s liking, as he notes in the present letter.
Tyler explains that the huge crops of southern cotton, coupled with the growing
might of northern manufacturing, meant that American producers needed to look
increasingly to foreign markets, and that such exports could only be achieved by
lower tariffs. He writes: “The fact that under the Tariff Act of 1846 new manufactories and in considerable numbers are rising up all over the country, is proof
that the day has already dawn’d in which the cotton planter may look for an immensely valuable market at his own door, and when his now 20 and shortly to be
40,000,000 are to be cloth’d out of the product of his fields, through their own
industry, and that too without sensibly abridging the supplies which he can and
must furnish to the foreign fabricator.” Tyler foresaw a not-too-distant future
in which Southern cotton and American looms and spindles would supply not
only a growing American market but also allow the United States economy to
supply “the millions of the world” with cotton and the textiles made from them.
Tyler opens the present letter by equating increased demand and prices for
foreign “breadstuffs” to a “proportionate decline in the price of cotton,” noting
that higher prices for food abroad would naturally effect the price for cotton,
as consumers would have to choose food over clothing. The former president
argues that there is “but one remedy for the cotton planter in the contingency
mentioned, and that is to multiply as far as possible the markets for his cotton.”
This expansion of the cotton market should be accomplished by a “free interchange with all the nations of the Earth” but first of all within “the Home market”
which is “undoubtedly of the greatest importance considering the extent of our
country – its shores now washed by the waters of two oceans, the rapid increase
of its population, a population which duplicates in a series of 23 years, and all
the wants of a refin’d and civiliz’d society in a still greater ratio, along with its
almost metanatural development of power and strength.” Tyler believes that the
day will come when the “American market will be of vastly greater importance
to the Cotton Planter than that of much of the world beside.”
Tyler further argues that reduced tariffs have stimulated demand for cotton and
might eventually allow the American cotton market to “go on increasing until
the Home price shall regulate the foreign price” (instead of vice versa as, Tyler
says, was currently the case). In addition, he claims that increased production
of American cotton will buttress other markets, writing that “the great Home
demand will still continue uninfluenced to any considerable degree by the price
of bread stuffs, and his remuneration for his labour will be comparatively certain.”
Tyler argues that the promise of the cotton market is practically incalculable, and
should not be unduly influenced by the government when he writes:
“We lose ourselves in an attempt to calculate the progress of American industry,
skill and capital. The Philosopher in his closet may deduce the existence of a

new Planet, and locate it in the heavens, and the Political economist may deduce
from the past the probable advance of society in other quarters of the globe, but
our progress defies calculation. The figures for today merely shadow forth the
results of tomorrow. The boy is told of howling wildernesses inhabited only by
wild beasts, or men more savage than they. Manhood dawns upon him and the
same wilds have become a highly cultivated country abounding in the arts of
civilization and refinement. The day is on us even now when our 20 millions of
people are cloth’d by American Looms, and the day will arrive sooner than he
can calculate when those same looms will clothe the millions of other countries.
These are and must be the natural results of our progress. No new impulse from
govt. is necessary to produce it. It is fortunate that it is so and that our cotton
manufactories are placed on a footing no longer to be influenced by the movements at Washington.”
Tyler goes on to argue against export duties on cotton as “a bounty on the producer of cotton in other countries.” Any actions by the government, argues Tyler,
should be designed to “preserve as far as possible the monopoly of the plant.”
Tyler concludes his letter with an assessment of a Candle coal mine in which he
has an interest “within sixty miles of the mouth of the Ohio” and proposes going
into business on the mine with Smith.
Curiously, John Tyler, who owned as many as seventy slaves, does not once mention
the labor system that made growing cotton so profitable, nor does he mention the
growing controversies over the “peculiar institution” in this lengthy letter. Within
a dozen years, other southern leaders, also confident that cotton was king, were
willing to secede from the United States and most of the manufacturing capacity
that Tyler praises in this letter. The Confederate States believed that European
nations, especially Great Britain and France, would support the southern cause
because of their need for cotton to feed textile mills and the fashionable clothing
market. Tyler initially opposed secession but eventually presided over Virginia’s
Secession Convention and served in the Confederate Congress until his death
in 1862. Ultimately, raw cotton’s world appeal was no match for the manpower
and manufacturing capabilities of the Union, while the South’s enslaved labor
population proved a short-lived source for harvesting the one raw material that
Tyler focuses on here.
Tyler wrote this letter to attorney and businessman Hamilton Smith of Louisville,
Kentucky. Smith spearheaded efforts to develop the Cannelton Cotton Mill in
Cannelton, Indiana, on the Ohio River sixty miles west of Louisville. When
completed in 1851, the Cannelton Cotton Mill was the largest industrial building
west of the Allegheny Mountains. The area was rich in cannel coal (or candle
coal), a type of bituminous coal or oil shale, that provided fuel for steam engines
to operate the textile mill. Smith hoped to create a western milling center to
rival Lowell, Massachusetts.
An intriguing correspondence from a former President of the United States
who saw cotton as the one, big, unstoppable force in the American economy in
1849.
$7500.

photographs, approximately 5½ x 3¼
inches. Oblong folio. Contemporary
limp black textured cloth, string-tied,
“Photographs” stamped in gilt on front
cover. Minor scuffing to front cover
and corners, short tear at top of front
joint. A few leaves detached, a few others starting. A handful of photographs
with light soiling or minor fading, a few
starting to detach from album leaves,
but the images are in generally very
nice condition. Overall very good.
A phenomenal collection of photographs
picturing the breadth of the construction projects in the building of Lynch,
Kentucky between 1918 and 1920.
Lynch was a mining company town
built by the U.S. Coal and Coke Company (a subsidiary of U.S. Steel) from
1917 to 1925 to supply vast amounts
of coal for steel production. Lynch
was named after the then-manager of
the company, Thomas Lynch, and is
located in Harlan County, southeastern
Kentucky, along the Kentucky-Virginia
border. The county – and its coal mining industry – have been immortalized
in Barbara Kopple’s classic documentary,
Harlan County, U.S.A., produced in
the mid-1970s.

The Same Area Featured in the Documentary,
H arlan C ounty , U.S.A., Over Fifty Years Before
29. [U.S. Coal and Coke Company]: [VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM DOCUMENTING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE U.S. COAL AND
COKE COMPANY MINING TOWN OF LYNCH IN HARLAN COUNTY,
KENTUCKY, A ONCE-THRIVING COAL-PRODUCING AREA SUPPLYING U.S. STEEL]. [Lynch, Ky. 1918-1920]. 278 original mounted silver gelatin

The U.S. Coal and Coke Company
built Lynch on part of a 19,000-acre
tract of land, which at the time made
it the largest coal camp in the world.
By the 1940s, Lynch was considered
the “Cadillac” of coal mining towns,
with beautiful public buildings, paved
streets, indoor plumbing and sewage, plenty of land for recreation, and excellent
healthcare facilities servicing a population of around 4,000 miners and 10,000
total residents from almost forty countries (U.S. Steel recruited workers for Lynch
largely from Ellis Island). Lynch’s miners long held the record for production
from a single nine-hour shift, when on February 12, 1923, a crew operating forty
shortwall cutting machines pulled out 12,820 tons of coal filling 256 railcars.
The preponderance of the photographs in the present album document the
construction of some of Lynch’s most iconic buildings and infrastructure that

pit, company railway cars, and an old wood-shingle
post office. There are about ten photographs that
picture men in suits, likely mining officials, in front
of sandstone buildings, and a handful of images
depicting women sitting on the stoops of company
houses, and other shots of men and women milling
around the town and the surrounding woodlands
on foot, on horses, or in cars. The album concludes with four pages of photographs featuring
the Toronto Power Generating Station along the
Niagara River in Niagara Falls, Ontario. This is
likely an indication that the compiler of the album
was intimately involved in the construction of
Lynch, probably a U.S. Coal and Coke Company
employee or engineer, and perhaps visited Niagara
Falls to study the power station.

helped them achieve such large yields. These buildings include the impressive
commissary (really a three-story department store), made of cut sandstone with
large display windows and a huge metal flagpole flying a giant American flag;
the power plant, smokestack, and tipple built by the company in 1919 to make
Lynch electrically self-sufficient; the U.S. Coal and Coke Company offices and
bathhouse; the town’s train depot; and the Lynch Hotel, which boasted 108 rooms
and was used for housing by company clerks, engineers, store employees, teachers, and mining officials.

As demand for coal declined and less labor-intensive
techniques were developed in the latter half of the 20th century, the town of Lynch
declined as well. With shifts in mining techniques in the 1960s and ‘70s, people
began to move away. When the railroad line to the town was officially severed in
1996, the population dwindled. Today, there are just over 600 people in Lynch,
overseen by just five government employees and no prospects for employers, but
many of the buildings featured here still stand. Towns like Lynch were the subject of a revered documentary produced from 1973-76 entitled, Harlan County,
U.S.A., which captured the intense struggles and long-fought labor disputes of
modern-day miners in the area.

The photographs also include the construction of bunk houses, company singlefamily dwellings and duplexes, pipelines, a hospital, the construction dumping

A wonderful collection of construction photographs depicting the infant years of
a once-thriving mining town in Kentucky.
$3500.

Promoting the UPRR
30. [Union Pacific Railroad]: PROGRESS OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD WEST FROM OMAHA, NEBRASKA, ACROSS THE CONTINENT,
MAKING, WITH ITS CONNECTIONS, AN UNBROKEN LINE FROM
THE ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN. EIGHT HUNDRED AND
TWENTY MILES COMPLETED SEPT. 20, 1868. New York: Published by
the Company, 1868. 40pp., including illustrations. Frontispiece map. Original
pictorial wrappers. Some chips, a few small stains and light soiling to wrappers.
Closed tear in gutter to last half of pamphlet (no loss of text), else quite clean
internally. Very good.
First state of the revised and expanded edition of this early Union Pacific Railroad publication, this being the “pamphlet edition” dated September 25, 1868.
Included are descriptions of lands traversed and proposals for branch lines not
present in the 1867 edition. This pamphlet was the primary promotion for a
large bond issuance by the UPRR, made possible by the Railroad Act of 1864.
Literature Relating to the Union Pacific System, p.57. EBERSTADT 134:556.
$400.

The second, and earliest obtainable, edition of
Volck’s famous collection of Civil War etchings,
reissuing work that first appeared in the original first and second series issued by subscription between 1861 and 1864. The first edition
or series of Civil War etchings by Volck was
published under the name “V. Blada,” apparently for subscribers, in a supposed edition of
200 copies, sometime during the middle of the
war. That first series was entitled Sketches from
the Civil War. It contained thirty etchings and
was suppressed because its content bordered on
treason. A second series was issued sometime
after the first, but before the end of the war,
bringing the total number of etchings to fortyfive. However, all of these wartime issues are
rare to the point of extinction, and none have
appeared on the market in modern times. This
set is the reissue as described by Howes, generally
thought to have been done in the 1880s. The
printed label on the front cover indicates it is
one of only 100 copies printed, but the number
line is not filled out.

Famed Civil War Etchings
31. [Volck, Adalbert J.]: CONFEDERATE WAR ETCHINGS. [Philadelphia?
1880s?] Index leaf printed in red and twenty-nine line etchings on India paper,
executed in various sizes, and mounted on stiff larger sheets. As issued, without
titlepage, and with plates loose in the portfolio. Folio. Original half black cloth
and paper-covered portfolio, printed paper label on front board reading, “Confederate War Etchings. 100 Sets Printed. No. [blank].” Remnant of cloth ties,
boards shelfworn and rubbed, two closed tears and fraying to cloth at spine head,
modern bookplate on rear pastedown. Pencil check marks to each entry on Index
leaf. Mounts a bit toned and stained with some edge wear, etchings in very nice
condition. Overall very good.

The etchings vary between rather idealized southern scenes, such as Stonewall Jackson leading his
men in prayer, to vicious and vitriolic attacks
on the North (a white being sacrificed on an
altar labeled “Negro Worship”). It is due to the
inclusion of such images that it is easy to see
why they were deemed treasonous. The sketches
are superbly executed and often reproduced in
modern histories of the Civil War. In his book
on Volck, George McCullough Anderson states:
“The vitriolic nature of some of these drawings
leaves no doubt that V. Blada felt strongly and expressed those feelings in the
manner he knew best – as a non-combatant seeking to build morale and support
for the cause in which he believed. His weapons were his artistic temperament
and ability.”
“The original issue was probably suppressed by the author as the caricatures bordered on treason. The re-issued form was doubtless made up of the suppressed
sheets or printed from the original copper-plates. One of the plates, ‘Meeting
of the Southern emissaries and Lincoln,’ had evidently been lost in storage, so
does not appear in that issue...” – Howes.
A rare group of controversial Civil War views, here in a later issue, made from
the original plates. Not in Sabin or Coulter.
HOWES V138, “aa.” ANDERSON, THE WORK OF ADALBERT JOHANN
VOLCK, passim.
$2500.

African Americans in Oklahoma:
Before, During, and After the Civil War
32. Washington, Nathaniel Jason: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
THE NEGRO IN OKLAHOMA. Tulsa, Ok.: Dexter Publishing Co., 1948.
[10],71pp. Invoice and typed letter laid in (see below) Stiff textured printed grey
wrappers. Light soiling to wrappers and spine, manuscript annotation on spine.
Very clean internally. Very good.
Uncommon history of African Americans in Oklahoma, including sections on
slavery under both white and Native American slave owners, beginning with the
observation: “The slave with an Indian master was decidedly better off than the
one with a white master.” Washington discusses the Civil War and immediate
post-war period, and the subsequent problems African Americans faced due to
the fact that most of the members of the Five Civilized Tribes had allied with the
Confederacy. Washington notes that many tribal members believed that African
Americans were the true cause of the Civil War and took out their frustrations on
local blacks, whether they had been enslaved or not. Nevertheless, Freedmen in
Indian Territory were often allotted land and even able to join the tribes who had
previously enslaved them. Still, they tended not to be as successful as Freedman
who moved to Oklahoma from other Southern states, “which may be due to the
fact that he [Southern Freedman] was better trained and had more experience in
the white man’s civilization.”
Washington devotes the last half of the work to discussions of the evolving economic status of African Americans in Oklahoma (and where the shortcomings
remain), needed development in education and access to employment, and Jim
Crow laws. Curiously, he makes only a passing reference to the Greenwood Massacre of 1921, although its shadow is clear throughout this section. Nathaniel
Jason Washington (1910-95) was an African-American scholar born in Haskell,
Oklahoma, within the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, and worked for the Department
of Education in Sand Springs, Oklahoma. This work began as his M.A. history
thesis at the University of Arizona, under H.A. Hubbard.
Laid in is a typed invoice for the book, signed by the author and invoiced to Masses
& Mainstream in New York, an American Marxist journal edited by Samuel Sillen. Also laid in is a typed letter, signed, to Washington from Herbert Aptheker
(1915-2003), then an associate editor of the journal, and soon-to-be prominent
Communist and scholar of African-American history. Writing on Masses & Mainstream letterhead, Aptheker writes, “I find this price [$3.50] for a paper-bound
booklet of 71 pages very excessive and feel that if it is insisted upon I would prefer to return the work, should that be possible.” Washington has added a typed
note (signed) at the bottom of Aptheker’s letter, in which he calmly replies: “It is
our policy to sell only one copy at the price quoted, if you would take more, we
would do much better. We will however, give you a 30% discount on this one
copy. Mail us a check for $2.45. In lots of 6, or more the discount is far more.”
An important early work on the history of African Americans in Oklahoma.
OCLC 1884226.
$500.

First Publication of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce,
with Photographic Frontispiece

of clay is found in the country
near the city of Seattle”). The
text concludes with a discussion of the city of Seattle itself, and the advantages offered by its population of
12,000 residents and businesspeople, namely those working in iron, public works,
gas works, the street railway, along with a short passage on Seattle’s prominent
buildings.

33. [Washington Territory]: SEATTLE & KING COUNTY WASHINGTON TERRITORY. STATISTICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE REPORT OF
THE SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, TO THE GOVERNOR
OF WASHINGTON TERRITORY. Seattle: Hanford, Printer, December, 1884.
16pp. plus photographic frontispiece. Original printed light green wrappers.
Minor soiling, a few creases and a small chip to bottom corner of front wrapper.
Binding a bit tender at the frontispiece. Very good.

The frontispiece is a photographic representation of the famous lithographic
bird’s-eye view of Seattle by Henry Wellge, dated 1884; the photograph of the
view was taken by Theodore E. Peiser, a notable Seattle photographer who worked
in the city from the 1860s to 1900. Both men are credited in the lower margin
of the card mount. The Soliday copy did not mention this frontispiece, and in
the Streeter copy, it was pasted to the inside front wrapper. Here, it is mounted
on its own thick card mount.

An early economic report and promotional pamphlet compiled by the Seattle
Chamber of Commerce, touting the established wealth, natural resources, and
economic opportunities of Seattle and greater King county. The text discusses
the county’s timber industry, coal, agricultural resources, hops (“by far the most
important crop in the county”), railroads, fisheries, and the brick industry (“the best

Exceedingly rare, with OCLC recording just five copies, at the New York Public
Library, Huntington, Yale, the University of Washington, and the Washington
State Library. We find not copies at auction since the Streeter copy in 1968.
SMITH 3500. OCLC 19027941. STREETER SALE 3279. SOLIDAY IV:646.
$2500.

“Yesterday & day before the galleries were crowded, principally by
the Citizens of Washn. who being all rebels don’t want negro suffrage
over them. They threaten all sorts of bad things at the first election
in which the darkies are to cast their maiden votes.”
34. Yates, Richard: [EXTENSIVE ARCHIVE OF LETTERS WRITTEN BY
AND TO RICHARD YATES, NOTED 19th-CENTURY UNITED STATES
CONGRESSMAN AND SENATOR, AND GOVERNOR OF ILLINOIS
DURING THE CIVIL WAR, COVERING THE BREADTH OF HIS POLITICAL CAREER OVER A PERIOD OF ALMOST THIRTY YEARS].
[Various locations, mostly Springfield, Il. and Washington, D.C. June 13, 1843 March 6, 1871]. Ninety-one autograph letters, signed, plus one printed document
and a much later letter to Richard Yates, Jr. Usual folds, minor wear, occasional
staining. About a third of the letters with burn marks resulting in minor loss of
text. Overall, in good condition.
An extensive and remarkable archive consisting of almost a hundred letters to and
from noted 19th-century Illinois politician Richard Yates, including more than fifty
letters from Yates to his wife Catherine Geers Yates (1822-1908) and their children.
The letters date from 1843 to 1871, covering the breadth of Yates’s career in the
Illinois House of Representatives, United States House of Representatives, as
governor of Illinois, and as United States Senator. Over the course of the archive,
Yates and his correspondents cover important topics such as Illinois state politics,
wartime appointments, the formation of Civil War regiments, Yates’s relationship
with Abraham Lincoln, the politics of Washington, D.C., Reconstruction, and the
wages of Yates’s African-American servant, “Colored Henry.”
Richard Yates (1815-73) was most notably the governor of Illinois during the
Civil War and is considered by some historians as one of the Union’s most effective war-time governors. Yates was responsible for first commissioning Ulysses
S. Grant into the Civil War, as a colonel in the 21st Illinois Regiment, which
helped earn Yates the nickname, “The Soldiers’ Friend.” Like his contemporary
in Illinois politics, Abraham Lincoln, Yates was born in Kentucky, and he was an
outspoken opponent of slavery. He was a political ally to Lincoln during the war,
supporting among other issues the Emancipation Proclamation. Yates served two
terms in the Illinois State House between 1842 and 1849, and also represented
Illinois in the United States House of Representatives (1851-55) and in the U.S.
Senate (1865-71). Later, as a Senator, he argued in favor of and voted for the
impeachment of Andrew Johnson.
The earliest letter in the present archive, dated June 13, 1843, is from the secretary
of Illinois College to Yates, then serving in the Illinois House of Representatives,
inviting him, as a member of the examining committee, to attend the examinations
of the college for the current year. Yates had graduated from Illinois College
eight years earlier, in 1835.
Yates served as a Whig in the U.S. House of Representatives from 1851 to 1855.
In one of the earliest letters in the archive, dated December 27, 1851 and written

from Yates to his wife, he describes his living accommodations in the nation’s
capital. He writes:
“I have a room to myself. Each boarder at this house has a room to himself and
we receive our company usually in the parlor. We have the best boarding house in
the city and yet we do not pay more than others and a great deal less than some.
Though we have to pay very high. I pay ten dollars a week....We are furnished
with everything, have a good active intelligent negro man to attend to our rooms,
make fires, black boots, carry our letters to Post Office, etc. My room is very
well furnished, among other things, a large fine bureau is in it which I find very
serviceable for my clothes and papers.”
In his next letter to his wife, dated January 4, 1851 [i.e., 1852], Yates describes
a dinner hosted by General Winfield Scott (1786-1866), who would be the 1852
Whig candidate for president: “I was invited by Genl. Scott in person. We sat at
table from 9 till 12 oclock. The Genl. edifying us with descriptions of his ham,
tongue, sallad, wines, etc. and with references to his military life. I found every
thing very fine except his wines which I did not taste. He is electioneering hard
for the Presidency, & between you & me he will be the Whig Candidate. Fillmore
is no where. I know that our Whigs at home are for Fillmore but it is no use.”
Yates then writes of attending the New Year’s reception at the White House, where
he met President Millard Fillmore and his family: “We came to the Reception
Room a large circular room, in the centre of which stood the Prest. and shook
hands with each person as he went by, for there was no such thing as stopping.
Just back of him was his wife, a homely looking woman, seated and his daughter
not very good looking standing....We saw all sorts of bowing & scraping-among
the sights was that of Genl. Scott dressed in full parade dress.”
On April 30, 1852, Yates wrote his wife that he was “now engaged in franking
my speech,” presumably his April 24 speech in the House of Representatives on
“The Land Policy of the United States, and in Defense of the West,” which was
published as a pamphlet by the Congressional Globe. He writes: “You will find
that it is the speech for the West. I labored hard to get it right. It was listened
to with great attention. Thousands of copies have been subscribed for by the
members and I think it will give great satisfaction to my constituents.”
Many of Yates’s letters to his wife during his Congressional career discuss missing his family and home, troubles with finding suitable and affordable rooms in
Washington, and the weather. By the end of 1854, he had his sights set on higher
office, including the U.S. Senate. In a December 25, 1854 letter, Yates discusses
his interest in the Senate, but admits he cannot beat his friend Abraham Lincoln:
“The House adjourned on Friday and I have been employing my time in writing
to my friends in Illinois about the Senate. I have not much hopes as Lincoln got
the start of me and I cannot in good faith contest with him.”
Three days later, on December 28, Yates writes that his name has been mentioned
as a possible Senate candidate, along with his good friend Lincoln. Yates writes:
“I have at an early age reached the point where I am at least talked of for a Sena-

tor and I consider it some honor and distinction that I am one of the four or five
persons out of the million souls in Illinois who is talked of for an office which
is the most honorable of all in the world except one, the Presidency. But I must
confess that my relations to Lincoln and my absence from the scene of contest
render my election a very improbable event.”
After Yates completed his two terms in Congress in 1855, he held no political
office until 1860, but kept active in politics, joining the new Republican Party
in Illinois and campaigning for John C. Fremont, the Republican candidate for
president in 1856. In 1860, Yates was elected governor of Illinois as Abraham
Lincoln was elected president. Yates would serve as Illinois governor throughout
the duration of the Civil War.
On May 10, 1861, another wartime governor wrote to Yates to ask his support on
a particularly important worry early on in the war. Samuel J. Kirkwood, governor
of Iowa during the Civil War writes: “Chamberlain seems to think there is danger
of an attack on our border. Our people in the border counties fear the same. My
own opinion is otherwise but we must be prepared. Should such an attack take
place can I in case of necessity count on aid from Illinois? In case Kansas shall
be attacked we will help her. Will your state?”
A number of letters throughout the archive are written to Yates asking for similar
favors, mostly of the political nature, such as patronage appointments, military
commissions, and support of various issues. One such letter, dated August 15, 1861
and marked “Strictly confidential,” was written by Francis Hoffman (1822-1903),
formerly the lieutenant governor of Illinois. Apparently, Hoffman was not satisfied
with his office after the Civil War broke out and sought a military appointment
from Yates. Hoffman writes: “I have for some time been fully convinced that in
this hour of our country’s peril none of the true sons should remain inactive....the
malady to which I am subject makes it impossible for me to shoulder the musket.
I am vain enough to believe that I could be of service to you and the State in
some capacity....Can you think of any position which you might kindly grant me,
in which I could make myself useful and at the same time have an opportunity of
convincing both friend and enemy of the honesty of my purposes and the eagerness of my heart, to serve our glorious but bleeding Republic?”
Another letter from August, 1861 was written to Yates by esteemed Illinois politician and military figure Gustav Koerner, who at that time was between service
as Illinois Lieutenant Governor (1853-57) and U.S. Minister to Spain (1862-64).
Here, Koerner writes to Yates about a proposed German regiment he was trying to raise, but had decided against because he had not heard from either the
War Department or Governor Yates, but for which Yates had apparently given
his agreement in the meantime. This regiment would be organized two months
later at Camp Butler as the 43rd Illinois Infantry Regiment, nicknamed Koerner’s
Regiment. Koerner then writes about other matters, including his proposed appointment to the staff of Gen. Fremont in Missouri, as follows:
“Since Thursday not less than four full companies have left Belleville for Siegel’s
Brigade, some hundreds from the county have left by squads either to recruit the

Cairo Regiments or other regiments in Missouri. I will however immediately
give notice of the acceptance of a German Regiment by you and see what I can
do....As regards the appointment on Genl. Fremont’s staff, I do really consider
it important. How it is to be brought about I know not, except in the way first
pointed out by me. You may appoint an aid and request him to be taken on Gen.
Fremont’s staff. Of course a previous confidential interview with him would be
necessary and the position should be tolerably well defined. Your appointment
would give the rank of Col. to the person so appointed. Now were I able, I should
at once say, I will serve, but it would break up my practice, and with it my means
of subsistence, without the slightest remuneration. If a mode could be provided
to compensate me to some extent for the loss of my business...I would make the
sacrifice.” Koerner’s plan worked, as he was shortly thereafter appointed as aide
to Gen. Fremont, though he did not serve with him very long.
A very interesting letter from Illinois Senator (and future co-author of the Thirteenth Amendment) Lyman Trumbull is present here, dated May 11, 1862, and
written from Washington, D.C. Trumbull writes to Yates regarding the imminent
Constitutional Convention of 1862, in which southern sympathizers unsuccessfully
attempted to pass a “Copperhead” constitution in the state: “Our Republican friends
here think the public interests require that a concerted effort should be made to
depot(?) the proposed Constitution for Ill. & with this view have determined to
write to prominent gentlemen in different parts of the state to address to bring
about a concert of action among our friends. Capt. Schneider who is here has
promised to visit Springfield on his return & explain to you the action which is
proposed to be taken from this point. I have also written Mr. Dubois pretty fully
on the subject but it is from Springfield that the influence must chiefly emanate
which is to rouse the people to the importance of voting down an instrument
concocted by men, many of whom are believed to have had sympathies with the
rebels & which if adopted cannot but have an injurious effect on the Union cause.”
Yates, of course, used his office to seek appointments for his friends and allies
from Washington. Present here is a retained fair copy of a letter Yates sent to
his friend and “His Excellency Abraham Lincoln President” on April 2, 1863,
recommending “James R. Hosmer of the 8th Regt. Md. Vols. who is desirous of
the appointment as Asst Quartermaster U.S.A. He comes well recommended to
me as a gentleman worthy and qualified for this position....Hope you will give
this your attention.”
Jonathan Baldwin Turner (1805-1899), a classical scholar, botanist, and political
activist who was involved in founding the University of Illinois writes to Yates on
November 20, 1864. Written soon after Lincoln’s reelection as president, Turner
had some interesting things to say about the President. He writes: “Old Abe has
been courting the Newter [sic] gender Kentucky old Maid, till thank God she has
gilted [sic] him. Now I hope and believe that he will be more stiff in the knees.
He rightly boasts that he never has taken a step backwards. I now want to see
him take a few steps forward. I admire Old Abe as a man. I voted for him both
times as President. But after all I cannot exactly admire an Executive officer
whom ‘events’ or the Divine Providence has to drag us to justice and duty, like

a pig by the tail, as he confesses that he has been dragged up to his, against his
will. I personally more admire one who like old General Jackson, goes at it ‘by
the eternal’ hit or miss. Still Old Abe has done bravely and nobly on the whole.
And we will all rejoice in it.”
Following the war, Richard Yates served in the U.S. Senate from 1865 to 1871,
where he supported Charles Sumner, Reconstruction, and eventually the removal
of President Andrew Johnson from office. In his first letter after his election to
the Senate present here, dated February 26, 1865 and just a month into his term,
Yates writes that he and some other Senators plan “to see the President to night
to try and secure his influence with certain members of the Senate Committee
in favor of the Illinois Ship Canal. We have not much hope of getting the Bill
through at this Session - If we do not, it will leave a measure for me to exert
myself for at the next Session.”
In a December 11, 1866 letter to his wife, Yates writes of participating in a Senate debate over African-American suffrage in Washington, D.C.: “I made a short
speech to day. The question yesterday and to day was suffrage in the District of
Columbia. These are the only days in which there has been any interest in the
Senate. Yesterday & day before the galleries were crowded, principally by the
Citizens of Washn. who being all rebels don’t want negro suffrage over them.
They threaten all sorts of bad things at the first election in which the darkies are
to cast their maiden votes.”
In a December 29, 1866 letter, while in Buffalo on a short vacation, Yates writes
that he is “anxious to get back to vote on the Nebraska & other bills.” This
is most likely a reference to the struggle that was going on between President
Johnson and the Congress regarding the nature of voting rights in the proposed
state of Nebraska. Under its proposed constitution of 1866, Nebraska was set
to allow voting only to “free white males.” This anachronism, coupled with the
Reconstructionist wave in the country, led the U.S. Congress to create a new bill
late in 1866 and early 1867 to create the state of Nebraska with the language
of the proposed constitution amended to allow suffrage to all males. Despite
objection from the President, the Congress overrode Johnson’s veto and created
the state of Nebraska on March 1, 1867. Yates makes further mention of the
“Reconstruction Bill” in a letter dated March 16, 1867.
President Johnson mostly opposed the Republicans’ Reconstruction plans and
consequently incurred the wrath of Yates and his fellow GOP members. One
such Republican was William Pickering, who was replaced as governor of Washington Territory by Johnson. In a January 5, 1867 letter to Yates present here,
Pickering bemoans that Johnson “appointed...a rank Copperhead, to be Governor
of Washington Territory....This act of President Johnson, is another proof...that
Johnson was removing and thereby punishing, all the life long personal friends
of our beloved President Lincoln. And as one of Mr. Lincoln’s oldest personal &
political friends...I am coming in for my share of his spiteful revenge against the
true Union loving friends & supporters of Lincoln & the Union cause.”

Yates apparently found much favor in the Senate for his speaking skills. He writes
to his wife on March 24, 1867 that “I made two speeches in the Senate yesterday
and got along splendidly. You have no idea how well I am getting along with
Senators. They come and ask me to speak and I am invited to speak every where.”
Yates would use those oratorical skills to help bring about the impeachment of
President Andrew Johnson in the Spring of 1868.
While in Washington, Yates writes regularly to his wife about their plans to have
her join him in Washington in late 1867, and find suitable lodgings. At this time,
at one of his rooming houses, Yates relates to Caty the potential for one of two
African-American servants who want to work for Yates: “McGhan has a colored
boy nearly grown who is about [the] size of little colored Henry and waits on our
rooms - he is very smart and a good boy and wants to go home & be with me.
Would you bring him? Another boy about 23 years old who is quite smart a good
barber who understands packing and taking care of clothes has had experience as
a body servant &c. He is anxious to go with me - is very much attached to me.
Will stay with me for $15.00 per month. Write me fully what you think about
my taking one of these boys.”
About a year later, on December 11, 1868, Yates writes a long letter to his wife
almost entirely concerned with a wage dispute they are having with their current
servant, whom Yates apparently called “Colored Henry” (to differentiate him from
one of Yates’s own sons, also evidently named Henry). Yates writes: “I do not
remember exactly but think some time ago I talked with Colored Henry about
his wages and he agreed thereafter to take $25 per month - but I do not recollect
now the time of the conversation. I may also be mistaken at all events. Before
showing him the statement, ask him when it was, at what date, his wages were to
commence running at $25.00 per month? If he says he agreed to this then alter
the account in that regard. If he says I am mistaken in my recollection and that
there was no such arrangement then let it all go at the $30.” Yates then advises
Caty to let one of their other employees negotiate with Henry for his room and
board rate, but ultimately Yates wants to settle with Henry “on liberal terms.”

Yates had a reputation for over-indulging in alcohol, earned after several documented episodes as governor, but during his Senate career he made great attempts
to abstain from the bottle. In a January 6, 1868 letter to his wife, Yates admits he
was failing at controlling his drinking. He writes: “I am nearly dying to see you
and the children but thought I would not go home till I could say I was once more
free from liquor.” His drinking got worse and by May, 1870, he was quite ill. In
a May 7, 1870 letter to his wife, written in a shaky hand, Yates admits that “my
drinking got worse and worse till finally I was taken with bleeding of the bowels
and never expected to see you or my children any more. I had four physicians
twice to consult on my cure and two in attendance all the time.”
After his term ended in 1871, Yates did not seek re-election to the Senate. Instead,
he accepted a bit of political patronage himself when President Ulysses S. Grant
appointed him a commissioner to inspect a land subsidy railroad. It was during
this assignment that Yates fell dead of a brain hemorrhage-induced stroke in St.
Louis on November 27, 1873. Despite his death at just fifty-eight years old,
Richard Yates left behind a record of distinguished public service, and stands as
one of the most important political figures in 19th-century Illinois politics. This
is attested to by both Yates’s letters and those of his correspondents in the present archive (including those mentioned, as well as Benjamin S. Edwards; wartime
governor of Maine, Israel Washburn, Jr.; New York Congressman Henry Meigs;
and numerous others), and in other collections of Yates correspondence held by
institutions around the country.
In addition to the letters by and about Richard Yates, there is also a printed
Thanksgiving Day Proclamation dated October 27, 1862 and a 1901 letter from
a constituent to Governor Richard Yates, Jr., who also served as governor of Illinois from 1901 to 1905. About thirty of the letters are accompanied by printed
transcriptions, some of which include brief biographies of the correspondents.
An interesting and wide-ranging archive of one of the leading Illinois politicians
of the Civil War era, with significant research potential.
$13,500.

